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Abstract 

Sculpture is an art form dating back over millennia. More recently, 3D digital sculptures are used 

in video games, movies, and manufacturing. Traditionally, sculptors have used their hands and tools to 

shape wood, clay, stone or metal into an art piece. Currently, digital sculpting is accomplished using two 

dimensional flat screens, mice and keyboards. In this thesis, our goal is to understand how best to combine 

traditional and digital sculpting interaction techniques. We developed a mixed reality sculpting tool, 

Virtutello, which allows us to explore this question.  Virtutello allows the user to use their hands to point 

and sculpt within a mixed virtual digital environment. As well, the user can physically move around the 

sculpture to see it from different perspectives. In an observational study of 20 participants, we found that 

users could be trained within thirty minutes and had a moderate degree of success in completing basic 

sculpting tasks.  

We focused our investigation on three main research questions. First, a core of sculpting is the 

ability to touch and select areas of a sculpture. We investigate the success of two pointing techniques, the 

novel open-hand pointing and the traditional finger pointing. We found there is an advantage using open-

hand pointing while sculpting in a mixed reality application. Participants completed tasks faster and with a 

higher degree of success when using open-hand pointing. Participants also expressed they felt more in 

control and had less of a challenge while completing tasks using open-hand pointing. Second, operating in 

a virtual world allows the user to physically move around the sculpture. We investigate whether there is a 

cost to sculpting while standing versus sitting, finding there is no cost to accuracy and task completion time. 

Third, we investigated user’s behavior when given this freedom to physically move around the sculpture. 

We found that participants preferred to remain stationary while sculpting, regardless of whether they were 

sitting or standing. Instead of moving around to change their perspective, participants preferred to rotate 

the sculpture digitally in front of them. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Physical sculpting is used to create art that escapes the two dimensions of a canvas.  

Sculpting allows artists to have their art represent the 3D nature of the world around us.  Digital 

sculpting exists to create digital 3D objects for a wide range of media including video games, 

movies, computer-aided design (CAD), and 3D printing. Digital sculpting can be difficult for 

beginners to learn [14].  Our goal with this research is to understand how best to combine physical 

and digital sculpting interaction techniques. We have developed Virtutello, a sculpting application 

to help us explore this question. Our design goal for Virtutello was to give users the ability to work 

in a natively 3D environment, using their hands to reach out and point while at the same time using 

their head to change their perspective, while adopting digitally-native interaction techniques where 

they are helpful.   By providing interaction techniques that are inspired by physical sculpting, we 

hope to make it easier for a user to learn how to use a digital sculpting application [28].  At the 

same time, we recognize the value of digitally native interactions for rotating objects and switching 

sculpting tools, so as to not force users into cumbersome or tedious physical interactions where 

unnecessary.  In this thesis, we explore how digital sculpting can be designed to incorporate 

physical interaction techniques that provide natural interaction elements to make the application 

easier to use.  From this broader research goal, we focused on three main research questions. First, 

what is the most effective way of pointing in a digital sculpting environment? We introduce the 

novel open-hand pointing technique and compare it to more traditional finger pointing.  Second, is 

there a cost to sculpting while standing versus sitting? Standing allows the user to physically move 

around the sculpture, while sitting may afford more precision and be less fatiguing. And finally, 

given the opportunity, does the user move around to change their perspective while sculpting? 
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1.1 Problem Description 

Digital sculpting applications are difficult to learn to use. Traditional sculpting applications 

have the user changing their perspective of a 3D object viewed on a 2D screen while simultaneously 

sculpting. An example of this is a user changing their perspective using interaction techniques such 

as four panel views in Maya [9] or a ViewCube [8]. While interactions such as these provide ways 

to view multiple projections of a 3D object on a 2D screen, they do not give the artists a true 3D 

environment to view the 3D object they are sculpting.  This issue, along with using a 2D mouse to 

point at and select areas on a 3D surface, make it difficult for novice users to quickly start using 

traditional 3D sculpting applications such as Maya or Zbrush [10]. 

Virtual and mixed reality allows users to have an immersive experience in a digital 3D 

environment. This is accomplished by wearing a head mounted display that encompasses the user’s 

vision and reflects a digital environment. Head tracking through a head mounted display allows 

movements of the user’s head to be accurately reflected in their view of the digital environment.  

This allows users to change their perspective by moving their head just as they would in the physical 

world. Virtual reality combined with hand tracking allows the user sculpting while using their head 

and hands simultaneously as one would in the physical world.  We leverage this interaction in 

Virtutello by allowing users to change their perspective with their head and point and select areas 

on the 3D sculpture with their hands.  This interaction is similar to how a sculptor works on a 

physical 3D object.  Conversely, digital sculpting offers advantages over physical sculpting.  A 

digital 3D object can be freely rotated, lifted and moved regardless of its size or weight.  It can be 

viewed from any angle without having to climb on top a large sculpture or get underneath a heavy 

sculpture; a digital 3D object can be suspended without any support.  Digital sculpting applications 

such as ZBrush [58] allows the user to change their sculpting tool at the press of a button as opposed 

to working with physical tools that would have to be picked up and switched. A digital 3D object 
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can also be shared digitally, enabling multiple 3D artists to work and collaborate on a single object 

regardless of geographic distance. 

Creating a mixed reality sculpting application allows us to lower the barrier of entry for 

3D sculpting applications.  By giving users intuitive and natural physical sculpting interaction 

techniques, users can create 3D objects.  We know from previous research that giving users the 

ability to use their hands to sculpt in virtual reality makes it easier for them to learn how to sculpt 

[28]. The 3D virtual environment also allows experienced 3D artists the ability to see the 3D objects 

they have created in a way that a 2D screen cannot. Mixed reality is similar to virtual reality but 

instead of encompassing the user’s vision with the digital environment it overlays digital objects 

over the space around them in the physical world. Mixed reality sculpting applications are different 

when compared to traditional sculpting application by giving the user the ability to move and walk 

around an object and view it from different perspectives. This is how we interact with 3D objects 

in the physical world. As virtual and mixed reality technology becomes more readily available to a 

wider audience, we must explore new interactions for applications that were once tied to a 2D 

screen. It is not yet understood how best to bring 3D sculpting applications to virtual or mixed 

reality environments.  The goal of this thesis is to investigate which parts of these sculpting 

applications should be replaced with physical interactions and which should remain inherently 

digital.  

1.2 Virtutello 

We anticipate that mixed reality is how people will do digital sculpting in the future. The 

ability to combine physical and digital sculpting techniques in a 3D digital environment allows the 

benefits of both mediums. At this point, research has been limited in how sculpting is best done in 

a mixed reality environment and where to draw the boundary between physical interactions and 

natively digital interactions. Virtutello is a mixed reality sculpting application that was designed to 

help us investigate and explore this boundary, and more specifically the research questions we have 
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posed regarding sculpting applications in virtual and mixed reality.  Virtutello is designed to allow 

the user to create 3D models while wearing an Oculus Rift [48] head mounted display that 

incorporates hand tracking and head position tracking. These two technologies afford physical 

sculpting interactions to the user such as pointing with their hands and moving their head to change 

their perspective.  These physical interaction techniques are combined with digital techniques that 

allow the user to rotate the object at will and change between different sculpting tools at the press 

of a button.  By incorporating physical sculpting techniques into a digital application, it allows us 

to leverage the advantages of both to create an intuitive digital sculpting application. 

The Leap Motion [36] hand tracking gives the user the ability to point and select areas of 

the 3D object they are working on with their hands.  We developed two different pointing 

techniques to be used with this application. Finger pointing lets the user point with an outstretched 

finger.  This type of pointing is natural and intuitive to someone unfamiliar with the software as it 

is a common type of pointing used in everyday situations.  With open-hand pointing the user faces 

their palm towards what they are trying to point to; the area selected is the area that is directly in 

front of their palm.  This type of pointing lends itself to working on areas of an object that may not 

be directly in front of the user or that could be obscured.  These types of areas can be awkward and 

difficult to point at with finger pointing, for example reaching over an object and pointing down 

towards the top of it or reaching around an object and pointing to the back of it.  Open-hand pointing 

allows the user to use the natural shape of their hand to reach around an object and point to any 

surface of it.  This type of obscured pointing where a user is reaching around an object is only 

applicable in a virtual reality environment where the user has the ability to move around and interact 

with an object in front of them.   

The position tracking of the Oculus Rift VR [48] system allows the user to track their head 

movements and mirror them in the virtual environment. This head tracking allows the user to use 

their head as an input device to change their head position which will update the perspective they 
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have in the virtual environment. In this way a user’s head can be used at the same time as pointing 

and sculpting with their hands in front of them.  Compared to digital sculpting applications such as 

Zbrush [58], a user would use the mouse and keyboard to change their perspective as well as 

performing sculpting operations, a VR headset allows the user to intuitively change their 

perspective on the 3D object they are working on in the same way they would while physically 

sculpting. 

Not all physical interactions are natural when included in a digital sculpting application. 

Some physical interactions can be cumbersome and tedious when compared to the digital 

alternative.  For example, it may be easier to rotate or move a large 3D sculpture that is being 

worked on as opposed to forcing the user to move around it.  Sculptures that are tall can be rotated 

ninety degrees towards the user, so the top is facing them as opposed to having the user climb on 

top of it.  While working on a physical sculpture an artist may have many tools that they switch 

between to achieve different sculpting effects.  This act of switching tools can be jarring while 

working on an area of the object; instead it is easier to map separate tools to a button on a controller 

that the user has  in their hand.  In this way we maintain some of the digital interactions that improve 

the experience for the user using the sculpting application. By combining the advantages of both 

physical and digital interaction techniques, we designed a system that leverages the intuitive 

physical interactions without sacrificing some of the tedium and cumbersomeness that is inherent 

to physical sculpting. 

1.2.1 Evaluation 

In order to explore the effectiveness of different interaction techniques used in mixed 

reality sculpting, we performed a user study. This study helps us in answering the three research 

questions we had for this research.  Specifically, the study is designed to evaluate the two pointing 

techniques, open-hand and finger pointing, and evaluates the differences between sculpting while 

sitting or standing.   
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Once Virtutello was completed, we designed three tasks typical of sculpting.  Participants 

completed these tasks under different conditions while we timed them and recorded if they 

succeeded or failed the task.  The three tasks were designed to require interactions that are common 

while sculpting.  We compared two pointing techniques (finger pointing versus open-hand 

pointing) and two postures (sitting versus standing).  By observing how each participant used the 

software while completing the tasks in each of the conditions, we gained insight into our research 

questions. In order to further analyze how participants used the software, we filmed the participants 

using the software and recorded their point of view while wearing the head mounted display.  

Afterwards, these two recordings were synchronized and video coded.  Once the participant had 

completed the three tasks, we had them complete the control and challenge subscales of the 

Immersive Experience Questionnaire [Appendix G] for each of the conditions, a total of four times.   

At the end of the experiment the participant was asked to fill out the final questionnaire [Appendix 

H] and complete a semi-structured interview [Appendix I]. 

1.2.2 Results 

Our first research question is, is there an advantage to using open-hand pointing versus 

finger pointing?   Our results show that the open-hand pointing technique is preferable to the  

finger pointing techniques for sculpting in mixed reality sculpting applications.  Participants 

completed tasks faster and in the case of the third task more successfully when using open-hand 

pointing techniques.  The questionnaire data showed that participants felt they had more control 

and had less challenge completing the tasks using open-hand pointing techniques.  Overall, we 

observed that open-hand pointing lends itself to reaching around and pointing at objects that 

could be obscured or awkward to point at with finger pointing.  This specifically makes open-

hand pointing more advantageous to use in a 3D sculpting application when the user is working in 

a mixed or virtual reality environment with 3D surfaces and objects. 
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The second research question is, is there a cost to sculpting while standing versus sitting? 

We saw no significant difference in time or completion rate when comparing sitting versus standing 

conditions.  There was also no significant difference in the control or challenge scores of the 

Immersive Experience Questionnaire when comparing sitting verses standing. In the second task 

we observed that participants struggled aiming more while sitting when compared to standing but 

there was no significant difference in the third task. Particiapnts had a great sense of arm fatigue 

when sculpting while standing versus sitting. Overall our results show there was no cost besides 

arm fatigue associated with standing when compared to sitting. 

The third research question is, given the opportunity, does the user move around to change 

their perspective while sculpting? We found was that users would prefer to remain stationary 

instead of walking around the 3D virtual environment while sculpting.  We saw no significant 

difference in how often participants used the digital rotate function when they were sitting or 

standing.  Additionally, there was no significance in how often users repositioned their feet while 

working while they were standing compared to when they were sitting and unable to reposition 

their feet. Even though we encouraged and trained participants on their ability to walk around the 

environment and their sculpture most participants preferred to remain stationary and digitally rotate 

the 3D object in front of them. 

Our goal with this thesis was to better understand how using both physical and digital 

interaction techniques can allow us to create a more intuitive digital sculpting experience. We saw 

that users preferred to remain stationary while sculpting and instead opted to digitally rotate the 3D 

object. The ability for the user to point with their hands while simultaneously changing their 

perspective with their heads proved a natural interaction that was easy for novice users to 

understand and learn quickly. This combination of the natural physical sculpting interactions with 

the convenience of digital sculpting is successful in providing a mixed reality sculpting application 

that is easy to use. 
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1.3 Contributions 

The main contributions of this thesis are: 

 

• Virtutello is a mixed reality sculpting application that allows users to view and 

sculpt 3D objects in a virtual 3D environment.  Virtutello incorporates advantages 

of both physical sculpting and digital sculpting to provide a sculpting application 

with intuitive physical interactions while remaining a natively digital sculpting 

application.  

• Open-hand pointing is a novel pointing technique.  Open-hand pointing has been 

shown to be superior to finger pointing for working in mixed reality sculpting 

applications, giving users a greater sense of control and less challenge when being 

used and also allowing them to complete tasks faster and with a higher degree of 

success when compared to finger pointing. 

• Finally, we have a body of results from our user study that shows how users prefer 

to interact with sculpting applications in mixed reality. Specifically, given the 

choice, most users prefer to remain stationary while working.  Users would prefer 

to change the orientation of the object as opposed to moving themselves to change 

perspective on the 3D object. 

 

1.4 Organization of the Thesis 

The thesis is organized as follows; In chapter two, we review related work in the field of 

sculpting in virtual and mixed reality.  We review both commercial products and research into 

sculpting in a virtual environment. In chapter three, we describe in detail the design of the Virtutello 

system. In chapter four, we then look at the evaluation process and the results of the user study.  In 

this chapter we analyze the results and discuss the participants strategies while using the system to 
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complete the three tasks. Finally, in chapter five, we conclude by reviewing what we have learned 

and presenting the implications of those lessons for the design of future mixed reality sculpting 

applications. 
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Chapter 2 

Literature Review 

In this chapter, we provide a discussion of related work to give context for the contributions 

of this thesis. The section begins by evaluating traditional sculpting methods and techniques. We 

then review digital sculpting methods and software, examining how the creation of 3D objects has 

been adapted to a mouse, keyboard, and two-dimensional screen. Finally, we review virtual and 

mixed reality devices and the interaction techniques used to manipulate 3D objects and perspective 

in a 3D virtual environment. 

2.1 Traditional Sculpting 

Traditionally, sculpting has taken the form of carving or modeling depending on the 

materials used. Harder materials such as marble, stone or wood are carved, while softer, more 

malleable materials such as clay are modelled. In stone carving, tools like chisels are used in 

conjunction with hammers to strike the stone and remove the material piece by piece. Different 

shaped heads on chisels are used in different stages of the sculpting process. For example, pointed-

tip chisels are used in the beginning of the sculpting process to remove material quickly and get a 

rough shape. Then toothed or flatheaded chisels are used once the sculpture has begun to take a 

basic shape. These heads are used to further refine or smooth out the texture of the stone sculpture 

[63]. In wood carving, the sculptor uses gouges with U or V shaped heads to remove material from 

the sculpture. Chisels and gouges allow the sculptor to remove material until the desired form is 

left [27]. 

Sculpting of malleable materials such as clay or wax is referred to as modeling. Since the 

material is malleable, the sculptor will often use their hands to shape the clay, while using tools 

such as ribbon or wire cutters to remove material [53]. When working with clay, the sculptor can 

also add material to their sculpture. Peter Holland describes a technique to add soft clay to a 
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sculpture that already has hard clay [53]. This technique involves using small balls or pellets of soft 

clay, adding them to the hardened clay by pressing with a finger. As we glean from traditional 

sculpting techniques, it is important for the artist to have the ability to remove material from the 

piece they are working on; if they are working with malleable materials is it important to be able 

to move and add the material as well. Removing or adding material is commonly used in 

conjunction with smoothing or flattening of the surface of the sculpture to achieve a uniform 

surface. 

Similarly, we can consider how sculptors use hand gestures and positions while working. 

Using a pottery wheel while modeling clay is referred to as throwing. Manitsaris et al. studied 

gestures and hand positions of sculptors while going through the different steps of throwing [65]. 

They examined the steps required while throwing a bowl. These steps include centering and 

bottoming, raising the bowl and finally configuring. During the centering step, the sculptor moves 

the mass of clay to the center of the wheel. Next the sculptor uses their fingers to make a hole in 

the center of the wheel and pulls clay away to create the bottom of the bowl, which is the bottoming 

step. In the raising step, the sculptor pulls, squeezes and lifts the edges of the bowl to create a tall 

cylinder. In the final configuring step, the sculptor shapes the bowl by pushing the cylinder out 

from the inside. Throughout these steps, Manitsaris et al. describe the hand and finger gestures that 

are used while sculptors shape a bowl [65].  

It is also crucial to observe the techniques sculptors use to change their perspective of the 

sculpture while they are working on it. A sculptor working on a large sculpture might be forced to 

walk around or even use ladders or scaffolding to look down on it. Working on a sculpture that is 

smaller and lighter could allow the artist to rotate the object in front of them while remaining 

stationary. Even while throwing with the sculptor in a sitting position, they may choose to lean over 

to adjust their perspective and get a top down view of the pottery they are working on. 
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 Editing tool Designing tool Sculpting tool Modeling tool 

Custom Peripherals  JDCAD Bat [38] Cyber Gloves 
[18], HoloSketch 
[24] 

Wacom [75] 

Standard Peripherals Spore 
creature 
creator 
[41], 
Mixamo [1] 

TinkerCAD [5], 
Sketchup [68] 

Zbrush [29], 
Mudbox[4] 

Maya [5], 3DS 
Max [3], Blender 
[11] 

Table 2-1 Categories of modeling tools and peripherals 

2.2 Digital Sculpting 

With the advent of computers, we have seen the art of sculpting move to the digital world. 

3D artists sculpt models that are used in games, film and manufacturing. 3D modeling tools such 

as Maya [9], 3DS Max [6] and AutoCAD [7] are complex applications that require months to years 

of practice to master [34]. Some modeling tools, such as Sketchup, are designed to be easier to use 

but at the cost of the flexibility and range of features offered to an experienced 3D artist [2]. We 

split 3D modelling applications into four categories according to ease of use: modeling tools, 

sculpting tools, designing tools and editing tools. Each category represents different choices 

between ease of use and expressiveness given to the user. On the far-right side of the spectrum are 

modeling tools; while being harder to use, modeling tools give the user the ability to create arbitrary 

3D objects by directly manipulating the polygons that make up the model. On the opposite end of 

the spectrum, editing tools enhance ease of use by limiting the range of objects that users can create. 

Editing tools often offer pre-built parts that can be snapped together at predesignated points. Editing 

tools leverage built-in knowledge of the physiology and structure of the object being modeled. 

While the design of the editing tools makes them easier to use, they can sacrifice expressiveness 

by limiting the user’s ability to directly manipulate the polygons underlying the model. 
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The other axis captures the difference between custom peripherals and standard 

peripherals. Sculpting with standard peripherals involves using the mouse and keyboard to interact 

with a software tool running as an application on the computer. Standard peripherals are general 

purpose, designed to be used with any application that runs on the user’s computer. In contrast, 

custom peripherals are designed to be used with a specific tool. Custom peripherals are designed 

to give the user more control than mouse and keyboard when working with 3D objects. We first 

consider the four types of sculpting tools described in table 2-1: modeling tools, sculpting tools, 

designing tools, editing tools. We then reviewed a range of custom peripherals designed for digital 

sculpting 

2.2.1 Modeling Tools 

Modelling tools, such as Blender [11], Maya [9], and 3DS Max [6], give the user the ability 

to directly modify the polygons that make up a 3D model. These tools require significant training. 

For example, there are over 50 hours of lecture videos on the learning site Udemy devoted to the 

beginner’s guide for the Maya modeling tool [69]. 

3D models are represented as a polygonal mesh, which in turn are composed of vertices, 

edges and faces. These polygons represent the surface and define the dimensions of the 3D model. 

Modeling tools give the user the ability to select vertices of the polygons and translate them in 3D 

space. Since the user can control the position of each individual vertex of the polygonal mesh, they 

have no limitations on the 3D objects that they can create. The expressiveness of the modeling tool 

comes at the cost of ease of use. Having the ability to control each individual polygon in a mesh 

containing hundreds or thousands of polygons is a complicated task. This is done by applying 

translations, rotations or scaling operations to the polygons. Translations move the vertices through 

3D space. Rotations can be applied around local, world axes or to a given pivot point. Scaling 

increases or decreases the distance of given vertices relative to each other. 
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A group of writers at creativebloq [14] said, “for those who have the time, skill and patience 

to master Maya, it's the best 3D modelling software around”. After comparing multiple modeling 

and sculpting tools the writers found that the complexity in modeling tools such as Maya make 

them hard to learn but powerful in the control and expressiveness they give the user. Complicated 

user interfaces, as seen in figure 2-1, are required to assist with manipulation of 3D objects on a 2D 

display. This type of interface gives the artist immediate access to multiple perspectives. The 

interface is typically organized as several panes, each showing the sculpture from a different 

perspective. This allows the artist to view the 3D object from multiple perspectives while making 

changes. Another example is Maya has a feature called ViewCube [8], which allows the user to 

quickly change the perspective on screen to one of twenty-six standardized view angles. Viewing 

the 3D object from multiple perspectives allows the user the ability to push or pull vertices along 

the X-axis while viewing the perspective from the Z-axis to see the impact of modifying the depth.  

The most commonly used [14] 3D modeling tools are 3DS Max [6] and Maya [9]. These 

tools are used in game development [71] and animation because they support advanced features, 

including rigging which is used for 3D animation [70]. Blender [11] is an open source modeling 

Figure 2-1 Using Maya to view different perspectives 
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tool. It is described as having a less intuitive user interface. For example, Blender does not include 

features such as drag and drop making it harder to learn [14]. While the user interface may be harder 

to use, Blender has the same features as other commercial 3D modeling tools such as 3DS Max and 

Maya [54], while being open source and free to use.  

In summary, the complexity of modeling tools allows the artist to directly manipulate the 

individual underlying polygons that make up the 3D mesh of an object. As we shall see, other types 

of tools provide easier mechanisms for creating and manipulating 3D objects. Yet, modeling tools 

give the user the most control to shape the 3D object they are creating. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2-2 Sculpting a 3D model of a person in Zbrush 
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2.2.2 Sculpting Tools 

3D sculpting tools such as Zbrush [58] or Mudbox [4], give the user the ability to 

manipulate the model’s mesh with abstracted brushes. These brushes give the user familiar and 

intuitive ways of interacting with the 3D object. Zbrush is used to create detailed 3D sculptures 

such as seen in figure 2-2.  

As opposed to giving the user the ability to directly manipulate each polygon as they would 

with a modeling tool, sculpting tools offer brushes and functions that adds a layer of abstraction on 

the manipulation of the polygons. This allows the user to apply the brush over an area of a sculpture 

to even out the surface. For example, a smoothing brush can be used to manipulate the polygons 

that fall under the brush normalizing the surface of the polygons to flatten the surface of the model. 

Brushes provided by the tool provide an interaction similar to what a sculptor might do in real 

world clay sculpting. For example, using a brush to add material to a region of the sculpture or 

pushing and depressing the clay into the sculpture. These types of brushes make it easier for the 

user to manipulate and change their 3D model without having the user directly manipulate each 

polygon as they would with a modeling tool. The set of brushes is designed to give the sculptor the 

abstraction of working on a solid object rather than a polygonal mesh. Instead of being viewed as 

a mesh made up of triangles the model is viewed as a solid, similar to a lump of clay used in 

traditional sculpting. Zbrush offers over 30 types of brushes that sculpt or imprint the material in 

ways that simulate real life sculpting, such as making imprints in soft clay with fingers or chipping 

off pieces with a chisel [56]. Zbrush also offers the ability create custom brushes and the ability to 

apply gravity or directional effects to a brush to pull in a certain direction. 

An advantage the sculpting tool has over physical sculpting is that the software has some 

intrinsic knowledge of what the user is trying to sculpt. One example of the intrinsic knowledge 

that make sculpting tools easier to use is symmetry drawing [57]. Symmetry drawing allows the 

user to sculpt and modify both sides of the sculpture simultaneously so that it remains 

symmetrical. In this way the sculpting tool has knowledge of what is being sculpted based on 
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position in 3D space and a given equilibrium of the middle of the sculpture. Furthermore, Zbrush 

also has a feature called poseable symmetry. Poseable symmetry is based on the surface topology 

as opposed to 3D position. In this way symmetry drawing can be done on limbs, as seen in figure 

2-3, that may not be in identical positions. 

 

Figure 2-3. Example of poseable symmetry in Zbrush where symmetry is based on topology 

as opposed to world space [57] 
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Functions such as symmetry drawing have been added to sculpting tools because 

developers of the sculpting tools know that users frequently create symmetrical 3D objects. By 

giving the tool knowledge of the symmetrical nature of the object, the sculpting tool can help the 

user maintain that symmetry. The symmetry function of the sculpting tool can reduce the amount 

of work a user may have to do as opposed to having to manipulate both sides of the 3D object. 

Digital sculpting makes the process of having perfect symmetry easier on the user when compared 

to real world sculpting. The developers of the digital sculpting tool are aware that symmetry in 3D 

sculptures is common and therefore allow the tool to assist the user with creating it. 

Sculpting tools abstract the underlying polygonal mesh of the 3D object. The abstraction 

lets the user see and work with the 3D model as a solid as opposed to a polygonal mesh being 

manipulated. While the abstraction allows for advantages, such as brushes being applied to areas 

of the sculpture and features such as symmetry drawing, there are disadvantages as well. One 

disadvantage of using sculpting programs like Zbrush or Mudbox is that the user is unable to 

directly manipulate the polygons that make up the model. Instead, the user is required to use the 

available brushes and tools to modify the sculpture. To use this workflow, models in sculpting tools 

tend to have a higher polygon count when compared to modeling tools.  

Figure 2-4. A sports car design in Sketchup [60] 
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2.2.3 Designing Tools 

Designing tools such as SketchUp [68] or TinkerCad [5] compose models from a set of 3D 

primitives. These tools give the user the ability resize and combine existing 3D primitives, as 

opposed to directly manipulating the polygons that make up the 3D model. 3D objects are 

composed of a set of simple primitives, such as boxes, prisms and spheres. For example, a user 

uses SketchUp to create a cube and then extends the face of a cube, turning it into a rectangular 

prism. The user can also combine primitives together to quickly create precise 3D objects. 

Designing tools are intended to support quick creation of 3D objects that are used in interior 

design [16], architectural design work [45] or 3D printing [25]. Designing tools are designed to be 

easy to learn without significant training when compared to modeling or sculpting tools. For 

example, SketchUp has an instructor panel [26] that teaches the user how to use the operation that 

the user has selected. The instructor panel shows an animation of the operation in action and lays 

out the steps for using it.  

Designing tools allow the user to be precise; the control over the dimensions of the 

primitives gives the user the ability to enter the dimensions of the object they are creating or 

modifying. In this way, a user can specify a rectangle be ten feet wide by eight feet long and two 

feet high and the shape will snap to those dimensions. This precision and control makes this type 

of tool useful for architectural design [45] or creating objects to be 3D printed [25].  

The ability to create primitives with a given dimension makes designing tools easier to 

use but restricts the user from sculpting detailed 3D models such as those used in movies or video 

games. Instead of sculpting the user fuses multiple primitive shapes together to create the 3D 

object. The join operation fuses multiple primitives together into one solid object. Also the user 

can use the primitives to subtract a hole in another with a subtraction operation, as seen in figure 

2-5. By adding and subtracting the basic primitive shapes, the user can create objects as 

sophisticated as the model of the car seen in figure 2-4.  
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The complexity of modern digital 3D modeling applications has led to research into 

interaction techniques to make the process more intuitive to users. Oh et al. [51] designed SESAME 

for use in conceptual design work. SESAME is a conceptual design tool that uses primitives in the 

same way as other design tools but with additional features. SESAME allows the user to draw 2D 

contours that create their own primitive 3D objects. The advantage of SESAME compared to other 

conceptual design tools such as SketchUp is that it allows the user to sketch contours in 2D first 

and use those to create a 3D primitive. The contours allow the user the flexibility to create 

primitives beyond the rigidness of other designing tools. The system has two modes, one for 

drawing 2D contours and the other for 3D manipulation including combining and restructuring the 

shapes. The intention of this design is to enable the user to perform 3D designing with direct 

visualization of the 2D contours to make it easier to combine custom 3D primitives and use them 

to create 3D objects. It was also observed by the authors that by removing a feature of the software 

Figure 2-5 Using two shapes to create a subtraction in 

TinderCAD [67] 
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that can offer powerful modeling abilities, such as manipulating individual polygons, the software 

is easier to use and more accessible to inexperienced 3D modelers. SESAME falls between the 

classification of sculpting tools and design tools, allowing the user to select which mode they feel 

fits their needs best at a given time.  

 

Figure 2-6 Top: ZSpheres sketch that an artist can quickly create Bottom: A skinned 

zSphere model ready for fine detailed changes [59] 

Another hybrid tool is zSpheres in Zbrush. zSpheres [59] are sphereical primitives that 

allow a user to sketch out the general shape of a 3D model. This technique makes it easier to get 

started sculpting large organic 3D models as seen in figure 2-6. Organic 3D models tend to have 

few hard edges and flowing topology when compared to hard surface models which tend to have 

hard edges and angular shapes. ZSpheres allows the user to roughly sketch out the shape of their 

3D model, as seen in figure 2-8. Once the model has been roughly formed it can be skinned. 

Skinning is the process in which Zbrush creates a mesh from the zSphere sketch. Once the sketch 
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is skinned it allows the user to sculpt normally to allow for more detailed work. ZSpheres give the 

user a way to create a rough shape of a 3D object with ease before they start with more detailed 

sculpting. This is one way that the tool has knowledge about the shape of the object the user is 

trying to create and can assist in creating the 3D model to allow the user to move onto the more 

detailed sculpting work after being skinned. 

Designing tools give the user the ability to create and manipulate primitive shapes and use 

those primitive shapes, either by addition or subtraction operations, to create 3D objects. When 

compared to modeling or sculpting tools, designing tools are easier to use as they do not require 

the user to manipulate the polygonal mesh that make up the 3D object. Designing tools are used to 

quickly create 3D designs used in 3D printing or architecture because they can be accurate while 

not requiring the amount of detail that might be needed from a model created in a modeling or 

sculpting tool. 

2.2.4 Editing Tools 

Finally, editing tools are intended to allow users who are not trained 3D artists to create 

3D objects. They accomplish this by having built-in knowledge of the physiology and structure of 

the object that is being created. With this built-in knowledge, editing tools give users the ability to 

combine pre-made parts and snap them together in ways that follow the object’s structure. For 

example, the video game Spore allows players to create 3D creatures and import them into the 

game with the Spore Creature Creator [41]. This tool allows the player to assemble their own 

creature out of hundreds of premade parts. The tool has contextual knowledge about each of the 

parts and the way they are combined. For example, the software understands the difference between 

an arm or a leg when attaching it to a body. Arms and legs have different attachment spots and 

attach to a body object on the shoulders or hips. While this does make the Spore Creature Creator 

easier to use, it is limiting in the number of unique 3D creatures that can be created. The user cannot 

create shapes or creatures outside of the ones included in the game. While this gives the user the 
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ability to mix and match a finite number of combinations with the included parts, it does not allow 

for the flexibility of creating custom body objects or primitives. 

Adobe Mixamo [1] is an editing tool that allows users to create bipedal 3D characters. 

Bipedal characters are those that walk using two legs, for example humans. Because of this, 

Mixamo is a great tool for creating humanoid 3D characters that can be used in video games or 

movies. The tool has knowledge about the bipedal characters and how they move and in this way 

it is easy for a user to generate animations for characters created in Mixamo. 

Editing tools don’t allow the user to create arbitary 3D shapes; this is because the tool 

needs to have contextual knowledge of the parts being used. Instead, it allows the user to mix and 

match to join hundreds of pre-made objects such as heads, bodies and limbs. By giving the user 

pre-made parts to select from and the tool having knowledge about how each of these parts interact 

with each other, the user can create 3D objects such as creatures or people easily. 

2.2.5 Peripherals 

 Digital sculpting tools differ in the peripherals they offer to sculptors. The 

interaction devices that are used with 3D modeling applications are separated into two categories: 

custom peripherals and standard peripherals. Standard peripherals are those that can be used across 

any application on a computer, most commonly the mouse and keyboard. Custom peripherals are 

designed to be used with a specific application and offer an advantage when working with them 

over using a standard mouse and keyboard. 

2.2.5.1 Standard Peripherals 

Examples of standard peripherals are the mouse and keyboard but can also include 

peripherals such as the Wacom tablet and stylus [75]. While standard peripherals can be used for 

3D modeling tools, they were not specifically designed for this purpose. The mouse and keyboard 

give the user the ability to point and select objects on the 2D screen. The Wacom tablet and stylus 

gives the artist an input device that is similar to holding and drawing with a pen, an interaction that 
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artists are already very familiar with. Standard peripherals are designed to be used with multiple 

applications on a two-dimensional display and therefore are not designed for three dimensional 

interactions. 

2.2.5.2 Custom Peripherals 

Custom peripherals have been proposed for 3D sculpting. For example, Liang and Green 

[38] developed a hand-held device that tracks movement across 6 degrees of freedom in a primitive 

shape they called a bat. The bat can move a 3D cursor across the 3D environment being worked in. 

It can also be used to select orientations or directions in digital 3D space that help with the core 

functionality of 3D manipulations.  

Similarly, Sheng et al. [31] use finger tracking to mirror digital deformations while the user 

physically touches a deformable prop. Nishino et al. [22] uses CyberGloves and a Polhemus tracker 

to enable hand gestures for creating, blending and deforming primitives into 3D objects. Deering’s 

HoloSketch [42] allows the user to draw 3D tubes using a tracked stylus. Peng et al.’s system [24] 

provides a tangible interface that users touch in the physical world to deform a 3D digital sculpture. 

Possible deformations include smoothing, gouging/drilling and extrusion, as well as the ability to 

group, slice and paste objects together. McDonnel et al.’s [35] research addresses the problem of 

lack of haptic feedback while digitally sculpting. A PHANTOM haptic device enhances realism 

through touch sensation in digital sculpting.  

These types of custom peripherals are attempts at bridging the gap between how we interact 

with tangible 3D objects in the real world and how we interact with digital 3D objects. Custom 

peripherals allow users to use interaction techniques designed for 3D applications, such as 

modifying an object’s 3D orientation across 6 degrees of freedom. Most users are not familiar with 

custom peripherals and may require training to learn the interactions.  
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Figure 2-7 A user interacting with holographic windows while wearing the Microsoft 

HoloLens [43] 

2.3 Virtual and Mixed Reality 

Virtual Reality (VR) and Mixed Reality (MR) applications allow a user to perceive a 3D 

environment and the objects within them in a way that mimics how they perceive real phyiscal 

objects. By leveraging VR and MR we can bring digital sculpting off the 2D screen and represent 

it in a 3D digital medium. 

Virtual reality is an artificial environment which is experienced through sensory stimuli 

(such as sights and sounds) provided by a computer and in which one's actions partially determine 

what happens in the environment [39]. This is accomplished by using head mounted displays 

(referred to henceforth as HMD) or less commonly a CAVE system. Cruz-Neira et al. describe the 

CAVE system as “a room whose walls, celling and floor surround a viewer with projected images” 

[13]. Comparatively, the HMD is worn by the user and has a display that sits in front of each eye. 

The two displays the user sees represent two viewpoints into the digital environment which when 

viewed by the user’s two eyes give the user a realistic view into the digital environment. The display 

technology combined with head tracking is used to update the image shown to the user that 

represent movements made by the user in the virtual reality. As the user moves, the viewport’s 
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position is updated in a 1:1 process. In this way a HMD allows the user’s head position to be used 

as an input. This allows the device to simulate being in the virtual environment by representing the 

movement and perspective changes in real time as the user moves their head. Butterworth et al. 

have outlined benefits for using a 3D display while doing 3D modeling tasks [29]. 

 Mixed reality merges this concept of virtual reality with the real world by overlaying 

digital objects or holograms in the real space around the user as seen in figure 2-7. In mixed reality, 

the user sees an overlay of virtual objects and how they might co-exist or even interact with real 

world objects. This enables collaboration and interaction with people in the same room as the user. 

Numerous products now on the market, support mixed reality, such as Microsoft’s Hololens [43], 

Google’s Project Tango [20] and Apple’s ARkit [3]. Differing from pure virtual reality, mixed 

reality allows users to retain context in their environment, for example allowing them to avoid 

obstacles in the room. The Oculus Guardian  [48] and HTC Vive’s Chaperone system [23] are 

current products supporting this use of mixed reality. A mixed reality approach where the user’s 

room is seen in addition to the virtual object being manipulated can reduce the risk of simulator 

sickness [33]. 

In the following section we survey interaction techniques used in VR/MR environments 

and how they differ from interaction techniques used in the digital sculpting applications discussed 

previously. These interaction techniques include pointing and selection, manipulating objects, 

movement and position tracking. 
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Figure 2-8 Hands tracked in VR by a Leap Motion Controller [36] 

2.3.1 Pointing and Selection 

One of the biggest challenges in 3D digital environments is pointing. Pointing and selection 

are necessary to facilitate sculpting as it allows the user to select which area of the sculpture they 

are working on. Pointing in a 2D environment is typically done with a mouse that represents the 

movements of the cursor on the screen. Moving the mouse in two dimensions over the top of a desk 

is not an effective way of pointing in a 3D environment. There are several different interaction 

techniques supporting pointing and selecting objects in a 3D environment.  

Proximity selection gives the user the ability to move a cursor through 3D space. This 

cursor can be represented by a hand in the 3D environment. The user moves a tracking device in 

3D space and the cursor moves through the digital environment accordingly. Proximity selection 

allows the user to point at and select objects that are within reach by moving the cursor to objects 

close to them in the digital environment. One disadvantage to this type of pointing is that it can 

make it difficult to select objects that are not within arm’s reach to the user.  

To perform proximity selection, the user must be using hardware that tracks a device or the 

user’s hand in 3D space. The Leap Motion controller [36] is an inexpensive depth camera that 

tracks the user’s hands, as seen in Figure 2-8. This makes hand tracking accessible to a wider 
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audience of developers. The HTC Vive [74] and Oculus Rift  [49] have their own controllers that 

are held in the users’ hands which are tracked and allow the user to reach out and interact with 

objects in a virtual environment.  

Ray casting is a pointing technique in 3D environments. Ray casting is the process of 

sending a ray out in the 3D environment and observing the first object that it collides with. Ray 

casting allows the user to select objects that may be out of reach in 3D environments. Hololens is 

an example of a mixed reality device that uses ray casting based on gaze which is controlled by 

head orientation. With the Hololens, the user selects an object in the 3D environment by centering 

their view on the object. The Hololens has a targeting reticule in the center of the display that 

indicates when a user makes contact with an object.  

Jung and Woo [76] used a Leap Motion controller to investigate how users can select 

objects using both proximity selection and ray casting with hand tracking in mixed reality. Their 

system uses a ray-casting pointing method that extends from the user’s index finger as an intuitive 

and accurate solution for ray pointing in a mixed reality environment. They do not however observe 

the differences between ray-cast pointing and proximity selection. 

When interacting with digital objects in virtual reality, a user may want to interact with 

something that is obscured from their vision. Both proximity selection and ray-casting can be used 

to point at and select obscured objects. 

2.3.2 Manipulating Objects 

To immerse a user in virtual reality the user must feel like they can interact with the objects 

in the virtual environment similarly to how they interact with objects in the physical world. These 

types of interactions are natural manipulations. Natural manipulations include moving 3D objects 

through 3D space including translations, rotations and moving objects through collisions with rigid 

body physics. Rigid bodies cannot be deformed but instead react to force applied to them by moving 

through space. This means that a user can use a virtual hand to knock rigid body objects off a table. 
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Leap Motion tracked hands can be represented as rigid bodies. From there the digital hands can 

interact with the physics engine allowing a user to influence the virtual world around them by 

knocking over and applying force to objects in the world. The tracked hands may also be able to 

pick up and reposition objects in three-dimensional space. The Leap Motion controller can also 

allow for natural manipulations in virtual reality.  

The digital nature of the virtual reality environment means that objects can be interacted 

with or manipulated in ways that objects in the real world cannot be. We refer to these as digital 

manipulations. Digital manipulations include scaling and changing the dimensions or shape of the 

object. A user can use pinching gestures to scale virtual objects similar to a zoom in/out gesture on 

touch screens. Additionally, a user may pull and stretch objects to deform them.  

Cui and Kuijper [32] investigate using the hands to directly interact and manipulate objects 

in virtual reality. In their paper, the user’s hands reach out and make contact with the 3D objects 

being manipulated. They investigate four forms of manipulation: grabbing, free manipulation, 

constrained manipulation and joint motion mode. This includes both natural and digital 

manipulations. 

Finally, Stuerzlinger [15] outlines guidelines for 3D interaction techniques. Notable results 

include that while objects rarely float in the physical world, it can be easier to work on objects that 

are suspended without any attachment or support; people see the object not the cursor; and people 

do not interact with occluded objects. As we shall see, users are happy to interact with occluded 

sections of an object when given the right pointing technique. What remains to be explored is 

pointing techniques outside of finger pointing in 3D virtual reality systems.  

Stuerzlinger and Teather [62,77] recommend using head tracking to improve depth 

perception when pointing in 3D environments. This technique can help give the user a more 

stereoscopic sense of the environment where small movements of the head cause objects in the 

distance to parallax as we would expect. 
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2.3.3 Movement 

Movement is also a technique for dealing with obscured objects. The user’s ability to 

change their position allows them to alter their perspective and interact with the obscured object. 

To accomplish this a user will need to move their digital avatar through the 3D virtual environment, 

either through actual movement that is tracked through intrinsic sensors in their real environment 

or use controls such as an analog stick to move their avatar through the digital environment while 

remaining stationary.  

There are two types of movement in a virtual environment: real world tracking and virtual 

movement. Real world tracking is accomplished through room-scale VR [46,71] in which users’ 

positions are tracked. Tracking the user’s position in a room gives the user the ability to move 

around and have their position represented in the virtual environment. Real world tracking is 

usually done by tracking a user’s head as it moves around the room. This is accomplished by using 

external cameras that point at the area the user can move around in. These cameras look for LEDs 

attached to the HMD worn by the user. By tracking the head, the user can alter their perspective of 

the virtual environment by moving their head. Usually the HMD is tracked for head position, there 

are also systems that perform full body tracking in virtual reality [73]. The downside of room-scale 

tracking is that the user is restricted from moving beyond the confines of the room. In large virtual 

environments, there are ways for the user to move their position in the virtual environment  through 

another method such as a joy stick on a controller, this is an example of virtual movement. 

Virtual movement moves the user through a virtual environment without requiring physical 

movement from the user. An example of this is using a joystick to move the user’s character through 

a virtual environment. Other examples can include using a point and click or other methods of 

teleporting a user’s position. Virtual movement does not require the user to physically move, it is 

necessary for a user to be able to navigate a virtual environment larger than the room they are in. 
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Figure 2-9 Two users collaborate while sculpting with Masterpiece VR. [40] 

2.4 Sculpting with VR 

While virtual reality is a tool for immersing users in a digital world of a game, it is also an 

effective method for creating and sculpting digital 3D objects. Both commercial applications and 

research tools as we will see have certain properties that make virtual reality sculpting beneficial 

when compared to digital sculpting applications. Usually in virtual reality the user’s head position 

and hands are tracked in 3D space, giving virtual reality greater control over the interaction 

techniques used while manipulating and viewing 3D objects.  

The 3D nature of virtual reality offers advantages for working with 3D objects when 

compared to traditional 2D computer screens. In virtual reality sculpting systems, the user can use 

the interaction techniques that are natural to physical world sculpting. Using head tracking, the user 

can change their perspective of the 3D object while simultaneously working with their hands. This 

interaction is similar to how a sculptor perceives a sculpture in the physical world, molding and 
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shaping the object with their hands while they move their head to see the sculpture from different 

angles or perspectives. Another benefit of digital sculpting is being able to move and rotate large 

sculptures with ease. In this way, a user can use one hand to hold and rotate a large heavy object in 

front of them while working on it with the other hand in a way that would be impossible to do in 

the physical world. The advantage of virtual reality sculpting is that the user can rotate and move 

large digital 3D objects with ease while still using the natural interaction techniques of physical 

sculpting. Finally, sculpting in VR means multiple people can collaborate and work on the same 

sculpture through the internet while being in different geographical locations as seen in figure 2-9. 

Large technology companies have seen the advantage of sculpting and creating art in 

virtual reality and released sculpting applications including Google Tilt Brush [21], Facebook Quill 

[17], Mozilla A-Painter [44], and Oculus Medium  [50]. Other sculpting applications such as 

SculptVR [64] and MasterpieceVR [40] can be included in this list of virtual reality sculpting 

applications. While these applications can be used to create 3D objects and art they are not in the 

same category of sculpting or modeling tools like Maya Autodesk or Zbrush for reasons we will 

explore. 

SculptVR [64] and Oculus Medium  [50] are both voxel based virtual reality sculpting 

applications. Voxels are 3D pixel or volumetric pixels. This means that the 3d objects created in 

these applications are made up of voxels that can be manipulated by the user. Voxel based 

applications can be easier to learn, they have functions that allow the user to add and remove 

individual voxels which can be easier to work with when compared to modifying polygons. These 

applications have smoothing functions for the voxels, but the fidelity of the 3D objects created 

cannot match the professional sculpting and modeling tools we explored in the earlier section. 

Allowing the user to work with voxels would define these applications more as design tools as 

opposed to sculpting tools as the user is using the voxels as primitives to create 3D objects. 
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MasterpieceVR [40] is a virtual reality sculpting tool that is designed for professional 3D 

artists that are used to working with applications like ZBrush and Maya Autodesk. It has both voxel 

and polygon tools and can work alongside a workflow that includes zBrush and Maya as it can 

import and export those file types. All three of these applications support collaboration with 

multiple users working on a single sculpture online. 

Sculpting in virtual reality gives the user a medium to work with digital 3D objects with 

their hands in front of them. Research has shown that a user using their own hands in virtual and 

augmented reality applications can make these applications more intuitive and easier to learn [28]. 

Ha et al. [66] investigated interactions allowing the user to reach out with their hands and interact 

with digital objects in AR and VR in their project WeARHand System. Users can manipulate virtual 

3D objects with their own hands in an AR environment. Jang et al. [28] also created the AiRSculpt 

system where users use both hands to gesture. These gestures manipulate a sculpture while wearing 

a 3D augmented reality head-mounted display. Users found AiRSculpt to be intuitive and quick to 

learn. The participants in the study expressed that the bare hand interaction made for a more 

intuitive and immersive sculpting experience.  

FreeForm [37] uses the Leap Motion to track a user’s hands and allow them to create digital 

sculptures on 2D displays with their hands. The Leap Motion allows the user to select tools and 

apply them to an existing 3D sculpture across three dimensions, allowing the user more control 

than a traditional 2D mouse cursor. 

In summary, virtual reality sculpting makes use of natural interactions that are used in 

traditional physical world sculpting. Virtual reality leverages the ability to use head position as an 

input device to alter the perspective the user has of the object they are sculpting. Jang et al [28] 

observed that users find it faster to learn how to use the sculpting application when using hand 

tracking and bare hand interactions. Using hand tracking is similar to the custom hardware we 

examined earlier in this section. Custom hardware can make it easier for novice users to learn how 
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to use the application. In this way, virtual reality applications are similar to the design tools we 

defined above. Design tools give users an easier way to learn and start creating 3D objects without 

completely restricting their creativity to pre-defined parts. While virtual reality sculpting uses 

intuitive interaction techniques from real world sculpting it has its own advantages of being 

inherently digital. Virtual reality applications combined with the internet allows collaboration 

between multiple users to share a digital space while being physically far away and work on a single 

sculpture. The digital nature of the 3D objects being sculpted means the objects have no size or 

weight when being rotated or moved around an environment. The advantages here mean virtual 

reality sculpting leverages the intuitive nature of custom hardware such as hand tracking, making 

it easier for novice users to learn and use the system while still being inherently digital. 
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Chapter 3 

Description of the System 

Virtutello is a virtual reality 3D sculpting application developed in Unity [72]. The goal 

of Virtutello is to provide a natural sculpting experience for users to see their sculpture in 3D. The 

head mounted display allows the user to move their head to view the sculpture from different 

perspectives. The hand tracking device Leap Motion lets the user sculpt and interact with the 3D 

object with their hands. The user wears an Oculus Rift  [49] head-mounted display allowing a 3D 

view of the object being sculpted. The user can walk around the object to see it from different 

perspectives. This design allows Virtutello to merge digital sculpting with interaction techniques 

from traditional sculpting. The sculptor points at a location on the sculpture and presses a button 

on a Wii Remote controller to perform an operation at that location. By tying sculpting tools to 

separate buttons on the Wii Remote controller the user can seamlessly switch between tools while 

working on the object. These tools include extruding, flattening and stretching parts of the 

sculpture, and adding new material.  

3.1 Goals 

 The goal when designing Virtutello was to leverage the advantages of traditional sculpting 

and digital sculpting. Using virtual reality technology, we simulate the experience of traditional 

sculpting such as moving your head to change perspective and working with hands that are being 

tracked. Simulating traditional sculpting and allowing the user to work with their hands creates a 

more natural and intuitive interface when compared to digital sculpting systems using a mouse and 

keyboard. We made an effort here to eliminate most UI for our applications, this led to using a 

WiiRemote to allow the user to switch between tools by pressing different buttons. In this way the 

only things the user sees on screen when using the application is their hands and the sculpture that  
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Figure 3-1 Left image shows a user interacting with a 3D sculpture. Right image shows the 

user is seeing on the Oculus Rift including the grey scale background of the objects and 

people in the room. 

are overlaid on the room around them. Additionally, Virtutello being a digital system can take 

advantage of the benefits of digital sculpting. These advantages include being able to quickly switch 

between tools or functions at the push of a button, the freedom to rotate or move large objects, and 

the ability to use the objects created in digital media such as video games or 3D printing. Virtual 

reality allows us to combine the benefits of traditional sculpting and digital sculpting, making the 

system easier to use and learn while still leveraging the advantages that come with a digital 

sculpting application. 

3.2 Hardware 

Virtutello applies real-world sculpting techniques to the digital medium. For example, the 

user can change perspective by physically moving their head or body around the 3D sculpture. The 

user can interact with the sculpture using their hands rather than a mouse and keyboard. 

Virtutello was built using the Oculus Rift  [49] Development Kit 2 (DK2). The DK2 supports room-

scale [46] virtual reality by using IR cameras to track the headset in 3D space. The Oculus Rift also  
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Figure 3-2 A user crouches to get a better perspective of the sculpture he is working on 

has plugins for the Leap Motion controller, supporting hand tracking and displaying models of the 

user’s hands in virtual reality.  

3.2.1 Head Tracking  

Figure 3-2 shows how users can move their head to gain different perspectives on their 

sculpture. This is a more direct input than the perspective-altering controls provided by typical 

digital tools, such as the ViewCube [1] in Maya. Head tracking is performed using an external IR 

camera mounted on the wall that tracks the position of the Oculus Rift in 3D space. With head 

tracking the user can use their head as an input device, altering their perspective in 3D space similar 

to how a sculptor would while working in traditional sculpting. 
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3.2.2 Room Scale VR  

As we have seen, traditional 3D modeling software is difficult to learn, due in part to its 

approach of using multiple 2D views to show different perspectives of a 3D 

object. Virtutello allows users to directly view their sculptures in a virtual 3D environment, 

and allows users to walk around, move their head and change their perspective. Users can view 

their 3D object from different perspectives in the same way a traditional sculptor can while working 

on a physical art piece.   

3.2.3 Pass-through  

The camera pass-through (figure 3-1, right) shows a greyscale view of the physical room 

in which the sculpting session is taking place. This allows the user to see other people or obstacles 

in the room. The use of greyscale allows the virtual reality images to retain visual prominence. The 

pass-through is a video feed captured from the Leap Motion device mounted on the front of the 

Oculus Rift. The camera pass-through allows the user to walk around the sculpture without the fear 

of bumping into walls or other obstacles. It allows the user to see objects with which they are 

interacting, such as the desk they are resting their arm on or the Wii Remote controller they need 

to pick up. Also, showing the room around the user can help in mitigate simulator sickness [19]. It 

also helps the user avoid obstacles, people or walls in the room they are moving around in while 

wearing the HMD. 

3.2.4 Hand Tracking 

A Leap Motion device is mounted on the Oculus Rift headset to track the user’s hands and 

display them in the virtual environment. This allows the user to point at and use their hands to select 

parts of the sculpture. Since the Leap Motion camera is mounted on the HMD, the hands are 

tracked based on the head position of the user. The hand tracking system places 

representations of the user’s hands in the digital environment they are working in. Using 
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bare hands while sculpting in VR leverages interaction techniques used in traditional sculpting 

and has been shown to be more intuitive and help users learn to use a sculpting application faster 

[28]. 

3.2.5 Wii Remote  

The Wii Remote controller is used to select sculpting operations and to rotate the 

sculpture. This device was chosen because it provides multiple buttons and is comfortable to use in 

one hand. This supports bi-manual operation of using one hand to point and the other to select an 

operation. The Wii Remote also allowed the system to be ambidextrous allowing the user to choose 

which hand points and which hand holds the controller. We emphasize that Virtutello does not 

make use of the pointing functionality of the Wii-remote. Users point with their hand as seen in 

figure 3-1.  

3.3 Application interaction techniques  

Outlined in this section are the interaction techniques used by the user when using the 

software to sculpt 3D objects in the virtual environment. These interactions allow the user to 

manipulate the object by rotating it, pointing and selection places on the object and the four 

sculpting operations that can be applied to it. The four operations outlined below include extrusion, 

drill, flatten and grab. The four functions can be applied by separate buttons on the WiiRemote 

controller allowing the user to quickly change tools. 

3.3.1 Rotation  

Sculpting large objects in the physical world requires physical movement. Large 

sculptures can be heavy and hard to move and therefore require the sculptor to move to 

whatever part is undergoing work. This can include construction of scaffolds or climbing 

up on top of the object. An advantage of digital sculpting tools is that they 

allow users to easily rotate the sculpture as if it were on a potter’s wheel as well as rotate  
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Figure 3-3 Left Image, finger pointing. Right Image, open-hand pointing 

it up or down. In Virtutello, the Wii Remote’s directional pad can be used to rotate the 

sculpture in four directions.  

This provides an example of how affordances of traditional sculpting (physical 

movement around the room) can be combined with capabilities of digital sculpting 

(rotation in-place of the object being sculpted.)  

3.3.2 Pointing Techniques  

In traditional sculpting, the sculptor focuses on a specific part of the object using tools, 

such as a chisel, or using their hands or fingers. In digital sculpting, the user selects the target of 

operations by pointing at them with a mouse. We designed Virtutello to support interaction closer 

to traditional sculpting. Users can point at parts of the sculpture with their finger, as seen in figure 

3-3 left, or can use their entire hand to mimic grasping part of the sculpture, as seen in 3-3 right. 

Wherever the user points we show a targeting reticle on the sculpture as seen in figure 3-5. 
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Pointing with the finger allows the use of a traditional technique from the physical world 

in a virtual environment. As shown in figure 3-3, the user points their physical finger, and the 

virtual representation of the finger and a pointing ray is cast out of it into the 3D environment. 

Finger pointing is implemented by drawing a ray through three joints in the user’s front-most 

finger.  

Finger-pointing can be awkward, such as when pointing at a part of the sculpture that is 

occluded or out of reach; for example, pointing at the top of a sculpture forces the user to reach 

over and point down. We developed the open-hand pointing technique to overcome this type 

of uncomfortable interaction. As seen in figure 3-3 bottom, the user orients the palm of their hand 

to point towards sculpture, in a gesture reminiscent of grasping. A ray emanates from the palm into 

the scene. The technique is implemented by tracking three joints in a user’s hand (the third knuckle 

in the pinky, the thumb, and the joint where the ulna bones connects to the wrist). As seen in the 

figure 3-4, these points specify a triangular plane from which the ray is projected.  

  

  

Figure 3-4 Open-Hand Pointing: A plane is defined by tracked points in the user’s hand; a 

ray is cast orthogonally to this plane. 
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3.4 Sculpting Operations  

 Virtutello provides sculpting functions that draw from the tradition of physical sculpting 

while taking advantage of the affordances of the digital environment. The tool co-opts the direct 

manipulation of physical sculpting, where users can manipulate the sculpture with their hand while 

avoiding physically tiring aspects of real-world sculpting such as using a hammer and chisel.  

Sculptors use many different tools and techniques to change the 

sculpture. Virtutello provides four simple functions that take advantage of both the physical 

aspects of sculpting and the digital medium. These functions allow the user to add or remove 

material from the sculpture (extrude and drill), as well as to manipulate the shape of the existing 

material (flatten and grab). To allow users to switch between these tools without removing their 

gaze from the 3D sculpture, we adopted an input device (the Wii Remote) with multiple buttons 

that are mapped to specific sculpting functions. This leads to two-handed operation where the 

dominant hand is used to select part of the sculpture, and the non-dominant hand selects an 

operation to perform.  

3.4.1 Extrude (additive)  

The extrude function adds material to the sculpture. The user selects a point on the 

sculpture, presses the extrude button, and material is added to the sculpture at that point. Extrusion 

can be used to add features to a sculpture, such as adding a nose to a face, or a leg to a table (figure 

3-5). The function works by finding normal of the plane where the users put the selector on the 

object. It then moves the vertices under the targeting reticle a set distance along this normal as can 

be seen in Figure 3-1 right. As the button is held down, the vertices are continually moved along 

this line. This gives the user the ability to control the amount of material that is being extruded 

from the sculpture, as seen in figure 3-5.  
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Figure 3-5 Left: Before extruding, Right: Extruding out a part of a structure 

3.4.2 Drill (subtractive)  

Drill is the opposite of the extrusion function. To the user this would appear like a hole is 

being pushed into the sculpture. This is useful for removing material from the sculpture to create 

empty space such as creating a mouth or nostrils in a face. It can also be used to create divots or 

valleys in the sculpture such as when creating eye sockets. The user selects a point on the 3D 

sculpture and drills into it. The vertices under the targeting reticle are moved inversely along the 

normal of the plane, as opposed of outwards towards the user they are moved inward on the object.  

3.4.3 Flatten  

This function allows the user to flatten the surface of the sculpture to make the it more 

uniform. Flattening works in combination with extrusion and drilling to add or remove material 

from the sculpture and smooth it out after. This is accomplished by moving the targeting reticle 

over a large area of the sculpture to create an uniformly flat surface across many vertices. This 

works by taking the average point along the plane created by the targeting reticle and pushing all 

the vertices under the reticle towards that plane. As the button is held the vertices will continually 

move towards the averaged-out plane until they are perfectly flat.  
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3.4.4 Grab  

The grab function gives the user the ability to grab and move the parts of the sculpture 

anywhere in the 3D space. This works by giving the user the ability to grab a specific vertex which 

is determined when the user first presses down the grab button. The vertex selected is the closest 

vertex to the middle of the targeting reticle. Once the user has grabbed a selected vertex we translate 

that vertex in 3D space according to the movements of the users selecting hand. This allows the 

user to push or pull the vertex along the X,Y or Z axis as far as they can move their hand in front 

of them.  

3.5 Discussion of the Design 

Virtutello merges traditional sculpting and digital sculpting applications. In 

traditional sculpting, the sculptor moves their head or body to change their perspective. The 

sculptor uses their hands to work with and select which part of the sculpture will be manipulated. 

Digital sculpting, gives the user freedom from physical tools, instead the sculptor uses buttons on 

a controller to select or change their tools. Digital sculpting also allows the sculptor to work on and 

move or to rotate large objects that would otherwise be impossible to rotate or lift with ease. Our 

design philosophy with this system is to make digital sculpting more accessible by incorporating 

interactions techniques from traditional sculpting. By allowing users to create digital 3D objects in 

a more natural way, working with their hands, we hope to empower more people to create 3D 

objects.  
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Chapter 4 

Evaluation 

The design of Virtutello merges traditional and digital sculpting techniques to provide advantages 

of both in a sculpting application. We have seen from previous research that the ability to work 

directly with one’s hands can make a sculpting application more intuitive and quicker to learn [28]. 

Working on a 3D object with 3D interactions and pointing with a user’s hands is more natural than 

pointing and working on a 3D object with a mouse on a two-dimensional screen [42]. Additionally, 

we have observed that certain operations that are used to sculpt 3D objects are better suited for a 

digital interface while others are better as a physical interaction as we will see below. For example, 

the ability to pick up, move and rotate large sculptures is easier to do in a digital application but 

may be impossible when working on a large, heavy sculpture. In the case of traditional sculpting a 

large object, the sculptor might be forced to walk around and climb on top of the large sculpture to 

change their perspective. In this case, it might be easier for the sculptor to change their perspective 

of the sculpture by rotating it with a push of a button. At the same time, we wanted to give the user 

the option to use their head as an input device and allow them to walk around the object or digitally 

rotate it. In other cases, physical interactions may be too cumbersome to include in the design of 

our sculpting application, such as switching between tools. In the digital application switching tools 

can be seamlessly integrated by mapping each tool that a sculptor would use to a button on the Wii-

Remote. 

4.1 Experimental Design 

We focused our evaluation of the tool on three main research questions. First, to evaluate 

the pointing techniques being used while 3D pointing in a mixed reality sculpting application. What 

are the advantages of open hand pointing versus finger pointing? Second, giving the user the ability 
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to physically walk around the sculpture comes with the cost of forcing the user to stand while 

sculpting. Is there an inherent cost to standing while sculpting? Finally, while the user is free to 

move, we wished to evaluate whether participants chose to use physical interaction to move and 

walk around the object or if they preferred to use digital interactions to rotate the object in front of 

them while remaining stationary. With these goals in mind we formulated the following research 

questions we hoped to answer in this evaluation. 

RQ1. Is there an advantage to using open-hand pointing versus finger pointing? 

RQ2. Is there a cost to sculpting while standing versus sculpting while sitting? 

RQ3. Given the opportunity, does the user move around to change their perspective while 

sculpting? 

To address these three questions, we asked participants to perform three tasks, each 

evaluating different aspects of the sculpting application. The three tasks involved pointing at targets 

on a 3D sculpture, sculpting table legs, and flattening the top of a sphere. We ask participants to 

complete these tasks under different conditions changing their posture and pointing 

technique. Quantitative measures were combined with coding of videos of the participants 

working.  

4.1.1 Metrics 

To evaluate these research questions, we gathered both quantitative and qualitative data 

while the participant was completing the experiment.  As the participant went through each task, 

we measured how long the task took to complete and if the participant completed it successfully.  

At the end of all three tasks we had the participant fill out the after-condition questionnaire 

(appendix G).  This questionnaire measured arm fatigue for the given condition as well as challenge 

and control. The participant then moved onto the next condition which was repeated four times.  

Following completion of the four conditions, the participant was asked to fill out the final 
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questionnaire (appendix H) and answer questions in the semi-structured interview (appendix I).  

Participants were filmed and the screen was recorded for the entirety of the experiment. These 

videos were later synchronized and video coded to permit qualitative assessment. 

4.1.2 Participants  

We recruited 20 participants from the Queen’s University community using an 

advertisement posted on a university Facebook page. We required participants to have experience 

using a Wii Remote controller. We excluded participants that were prone to motion sickness to 

reduce the risk of simulator sickness. The participants ranged from 19 to 30 years old with a mean 

age of 22. Nine participants were male and eleven were female. Fifteen participants reported that 

they play video games while five participants reported they do not. Three participants had used 3D 

modeling software before and rated their experience as intermediate, while seventeen had never 

used 3D modeling software. Five participants had used a head mounted display such as an Oculus 

Rift  [49].  

4.1.3 Training Session  

The experimenter first demonstrated the use of the system. The experimenter explained the 

controls to the participants and demonstrated the room scale tracking, showing how the user’s head 

position changes the perspective in the virtual environment. The experimenter then walked through 

each of the three tasks, explaining the goal of each task to the participant and showing how to 

complete the task. The experimenter then showed the participant both open-hand and finger 

pointing techniques. The experimenter demonstrated pointing both while standing and while sitting 

with their elbow supported. Then the participant was invited to put on the Oculus Rift and 

experiment with the controls until they were comfortable with the position of the buttons on the 

Wii-Remote controller. The participant was then led through each of the three tasks (described 
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below). The participant was encouraged to retry each task as many times as they wished before 

indicating that they were ready to move onto the next one.  

During this training session, participants started out standing while completing the three 

tasks using first finger pointing then open-hand pointing. They were then asked to sit and went 

through the three tasks again with both pointing techniques. The training session lasted 

approximately 30 minutes.  

4.1.4 Conditions  

There were two factors, each with two levels, leading to four conditions. Participants’ 

posture was either sitting or standing; participants’ pointing technique was either open-hand 

pointing or finger pointing. Participants carried out three tasks under the four conditions (listed 

below). The tasks were performed in the same order by all participants. The conditions were order-

balanced using a Latin square.  

   

Figure 4-1 On the left, a target not yet hit; on the right, a target has been successfully hit 

4.1.5 Task 1: Target Task  

In the first task, participants were asked to point at six targets positioned around a sphere. 

When the participant successfully pointed at a target, it changed colour from red to green, as seen 

in Figure 4-1. Once all six targets had been pointed at, the task was completed. 
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Figure 4-3 On the left, table with legs extruded; on the right, table successfully balancing 

cube at the end of the second task 

In the second task, participants looked at a cuboid representing a table top, as seen in figure 

4-2. Suspended over the rectangle was a white cube. The goal of this task was for the participant to 

extrude four table legs as seen in the left image of figure 4-3 and rotate the table so that when the 

cube was dropped, it landed on the table without sliding off (Figure 4-3, right). Participants were 

Figure 4-2 Beginning of Table Task 
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given as much time as they needed to sculpt the legs to create a balanced table. When they signalled 

completion of the task, the cube dropped onto the table.  

4.1.6 Task 3: Flatten Sphere Task  

In the third task, participants saw a sphere, above which was a suspended white cube, as 

seen on the left in Figure 4-4. The goal of this task was to flatten the top of the sphere as seen on 

the right in Figure 4-4. When the cube was dropped, it landed on top of the flattened sphere, as seen 

in Figure 4-4. The participant flattened the top of the sphere and changed their perspective (by 

moving their head or rotating the sculpture) to ensure it was flat. Once the participant felt that the 

top of the sphere was flat enough, they indicated this to the experimenter; the timer was stopped, 

and the cube was dropped. The task was considered to be successfully completed if the cube stayed 

on top of the flattened sphere and did not fall off.  

After the three tasks were completed within a condition, the participant was asked to 

remove the Oculus Rift and fill out the after-condition questionnaire. Once the questionnaire was 

completed, the participant moved to the next condition and repeated the process until all four 

conditions were completed. The participant was then asked to fill out the final questionnaire, and a 

semi-structured interview was performed. 
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Figure 4-4 On the left, the start of flatten sphere task; on the right, successfully flattened 

sphere balancing cube 

 

4.2 Measures  

A demographic questionnaire asked questions regarding age, gender and height, and 

experience with 3D modeling software, virtual reality and head mounted displays. After each 

condition was completed, we asked the participant to fill out an arm fatigue questionnaire (5-point 

scale) and the challenge and control subscales of the Immersive Experience Questionnaire [61]. 

After all four conditions were completed, we asked the participants to rank the four conditions in 

terms of arm fatigue, ease of use, accuracy, and comfort.  

We recorded the time it took to complete each trial, as well as whether the task was 

successful or a failure. The sessions were recorded in two ways. A video camera pointed at the 

participant wearing the Oculus Rift captured the gestures and movements of the participant. The 

on-screen actions were also recorded using screen capture, showing the point of view of the 

participant as they performed the tasks. These two recordings were synchronized for analysis.  
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4.2.1 Data Collection  

Once the recordings were synchronized, they were inputted to BORIS, the Behavioral 

Observation Research Interactive Software [52] BORIS was used to do video coding on the 

gestures and actions participants took while completing each of the tasks. For each participant, we 

studied the gestures recorded in the real world as well as the actions they mapped to in the virtual 

environment. We identified gestures and similar patterns recognized between participants. These 

were recorded and analyzed for each participant per condition. The amount and frequency of these 

codes were later analyzed. For each of the tasks, the time taken to complete and the success/failure 

of the task was recorded.  

4.3 Results 

In the following section we first report completion time and success rate for our three tasks. 

We then report the Control and Challenge subscales of the Immersive Experience Questionnaire 

[61] and user perception of arm fatigue. We conclude with results of video coding of participants’ 

sculpting sessions.  

In this results section we use partial eta-squared as a measure of effect size when making 

comparisons between conditions. Partial eta-squared measures the standardised difference between 

two means. It is computed by dividing the between-groups sum of squares by the total sum of 

squares. For a ηp
2 value, 0.2 is considered a small effect, 0.13 is a medium effect and 0.26 is a large 

effect. 

4.3.1 Task Completion  

We compared completion success and completion time of three tasks (targeting, sculpting 

a table, and flattening a sphere) under two postures (standing vs sitting) and two pointing techniques 

(finger vs open-hand). For each task, we completed two-way RM-ANOVA tests to examine the 
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effect of posture and pointing technique on completion success and completion time. Figure 4-5 

shows the participants’ average completion time for each task across the four conditions.  

 

Figure 4-5 Graph for Average completion time across three tasks. Error bars show 

standard error. Horizontal lines indicate statistical significance. 

Average Completion Times (s) 

 Open-Hand Finger Pointing Sitting Standing 

Target Task 13.86 14.88 14.38 14.32 

Table Task 66.37 76.95 73.68 69.64 

Flatten Task 71.89 99.89 86.03 85.75 

 

Table 4-1 Numerical data representing figure 4-5 

4.3.1.1 Task 1: Targeting  

In this task, participants pointed at six targets on a sphere. This task was successfully 

completed by all participants across all conditions. There was no significant interaction between 

the effects of posture and pointing technique, F(1,19)=.494, p=.853. Participants completed the task 

faster with open-hand pointing (M=13.83) versus finger pointing (M=14.88), p=.005, ηp
2=.353. 
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There was no difference between the completion time when sitting (M=14.38) versus standing 

(M=14.33), p=.853. 

4.3.1.2 Task 2: Creating a Table  

In the second task, participants added legs to a table to create a stable platform. The task 

was successful if the table could support a cube on top of it without the cube falling off.  

In this task, there was no difference in successful completion when sitting (M=.725) versus 

standing (M=.600), p=.383. There was also no difference in successful completion when comparing 

open-hand (M=.650) versus finger pointing (M=.675), p=.804. There was no significant interaction 

between the effects of posture and pointing technique, F(1,19)=0.87, p=.772. There was no 

difference in completion time when comparing open-hand (M=66.366) versus pointing 

(M=76.953), p=.164, and no difference in completion time when comparing sitting (M=73.679) 

versus standing (M=69.641), p=.637. There were no significant interactions between the effects of 

posture and pointing techniques on the time to complete the task F(1,19)=1.108, p=.306. Overall 

participants completed this task at a rate of 66.25%. 

4.3.1.3 Task 3: Flattening Sphere  

In the third task, we asked participants to flatten the top of a sphere. The task was successful 

if the flattened area could support a cube without falling or sliding off. 

Participants were more successful at completing the task when using open-hand pointing 

(M=.90) than when using finger pointing (M=.55), p=.009 ηp
2=.306. There was no difference in 

successful completion when sitting (M=.70) versus standing (M=.75), p=.577. Participants 

completed the task faster with open-hand pointing (M=71.89 versus finger pointing (M=99.89), 

p=.002, ηp
2=.400. There was no difference between the completion time when sitting (M=86.03) 
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versus standing (M=85.75), p=.97. There were no significant interactions between the effects of 

posture and pointing technique on correct completion of the task, F(1,19)=.487, p=.494, or time to 

complete the task, F(1,19)=.651, p=.430. Overall participants completed this task at a rate of 72.5%. 

4.3.2 Arm Fatigue 

After completing all three tasks we asked participants to rank their level of arm fatigue on 

a scale from 1 to 5. On this scale a 1 represents no arm fatigue while 5 represents a lot of arm 

fatigue.  We completed two-way RM-ANOVA tests to examine the effect that posture and pointing 

techniques had on arm fatigue.  We observed that participants had more arm fatigue when standing 

(M=2.75) than sitting (M=2.3), p=.027,  ηp
2=.231.  We observed no significance between open-

hand pointing (M=2.5) and finger pointing (M=2.55), p=.766.  There were no significant 

interactions between the effects of posture and pointing technique on arm fatigue, F(1,19)=.945, 

p=.343. 

 

Figure 4-6 Above, Graph showing average Immersive Experience Questionnaire [61] 

control and challenge score for each condition. Error bars show standard error. Horizontal 

lines indicate statistical significance. 
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Average Control and Challenge 

 Open-Hand Finger Pointing Sitting Standing 

Control 10.02 9.25 9.46 9.81 

Challenge 0.88 1.91 1.56 1.23 

 

Table 4-2 Numerical data representing the figure 4-6 

4.3.3 Control and Challenge  

After completing all three tasks for a condition, participants were given the control and 

challenge subscales of the Immersive Experience Questionnaire [61] to fill out. This questionnaire 

was given out after completing the three tasks four times, once for each condition. As it would have 

been impractical and time consuming to have the participant remove the HMD between tasks the 

questionnaire was handed out after the participant completed all three. We completed two-way 

RM-ANOVA tests to examine the effect of posture and pointing technique on control and 

challenge.  

Participants experienced greater control when using open-hand pointing (M=10.02) than 

with finger pointing (M=9.26), p=.039,  ηp
2=.206. No difference in control was observed between 

sitting (M=9.46) versus standing (M=9.81), p=.18. Participants experienced lower challenge when 

using open-hand pointing (M=0.88) versus finger pointing (M=1.91), p=.002, ηp
2=.399. No 

difference in control was observed between sitting (M=1.56) versus standing (M=1.23), p=.182. 

There were no significant interactions between the effects of posture and pointing technique on 

control, F(1,19)=.280, p=.603, or challenge, F(1,19)=.001, p=.970. Figure 4-6 shows the control 

and challenge across the four conditions.  
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4.3.4 Video Analysis  

We coded participants’ behavior in tasks 2 and 3. Task 1 was not formally coded, as it was a short 

simple task that did not see much variation in strategy across users and conditions. Video recording 

failed for participant three, so coding results are reported for 19 participants. The video was coded 

for how participants moved physically, changed their perspective, and pointed at the sculpture. The 

codes were rotate (user rotates sculpture using Wii Remote buttons), reposition head (user 

repositions head or upper body to gain new visual perspective), reposition feet (user moves entire 

body to gain new visual perspective), struggle aiming (user has difficulty aiming at desired position 

on sculpture), and misrepresented hand (the representation of user’s hands in virtual reality did not 

match what participant was doing with their hands).  
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Figure 4-7 This graph shows the number of instances of changing 

perspective across the three video codes, “rotate, reposition head, and 

reposition feet” 
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Figure 4-8 This graph shows the number of instances per participant of pointing struggling 

for codes, “struggle aiming and misrepresented hand” 

Codes were aggregated and grouped by condition for tasks 2 and 3. We completed two-

way RM-ANOVA tests on the aggregated video coded data to examine the effect of posture and 

pointing technique on the counts of each code. The data was collected and measured for each 

condition in a specific task. The means shown in the following results indicate the average number 

of times the participants did the action while completing the task. The means are not normalized 

for completion time. 

The codes for repositioning head and reposition feet were a small number when analyzed 

the data per task. As such we grouped the reposition head and reposition feet codes across both 

tasks. 

Across tasks two and three participants had more actions of reposition head when standing 

(M=0.962) than sitting (M=0.308), p=0.028. There was no significant difference in how often 

reposition head codes were recorded using open-hand pointing (M=.471) versus finger pointing 

(M=.735), p=.377. There was no significant difference in reposition feet when comparing standing 
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(M=.588) versus sitting when reposition feet is not possible (M=.00), p=.227 and no significant 

difference of reposition feet when comparing open-hand (M=.235) and finger pointing (M=.353), 

p=.104. The number of instances of participants repositioning their feet was too small to have any 

significance across the conditions. In total 8, of 19 participants used leaning gestures to gain a 

different visual perspective and only 4 out of the 19 participants moved around the sculpture using 

their feet as seen in Figure 4-7. 

The codes for rotate, misrepresented hands and struggle aiming were analyzed per task since they 

could be related to the specific action that the task is asking the participant to complete.  

In the second task, there was no difference in how often we observed the participant using 

rotate while sitting (M=2.43) versus standing (M=2.62), p=.361. There was also no difference in 

how often the participants used rotate while pointing with an open-hand (M=2.35) compared to 

finger pointing (M= 2.70), p=.651. We saw no difference when comparing standing (M=.206) to 

sitting (M=.206), p=1.0 and observed more instances of misrepresented hand while finger 

pointing (M=0.412) compared to open-hand pointing (M=0.00), p=.006 . We observed that 

participants struggled aiming more in the second task while sitting (M=.412) than standing 

(M=.118), p=.046. There was no difference in struggle aiming when comparing open-hand 

(M=.353) and finger pointing (M=.176), p=.318.  

In the third task, we saw no significance in how often a participant used rotate when 

comparing sitting (M=2.58) to standing (M=2.81), p=.671 or comparing open-hand (M=2.39) to 

finger pointing (M=3.00), p=.124. We saw no difference in misrepresented hands when 

comparing standing (M=.500) to sitting (M=.353), p=.369. We observed more instances of 

misrepresented hands when finger pointing (M=0.853) compared to open-hand pointing 

(M=0.00), p=.000. We observed no significance in how often participants struggled aiming in the 
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third task while sitting (M=.00) versus standing (M=.029), p=.322. There was no difference for 

struggle aiming when comparing open-hand (M=.029) and finger pointing (M=.00), p=.322.  

4.4 Analysis 

In this section we analyze the results of our evaluation as they relate to the three research 

questions outlined earlier. The evaluation was designed to observe the differences between open-

hand versus finger pointing techniques as well as compare sitting versus standing. The video 

analysis allowed us to observe participants while they used the system in the various ways they 

changed their perspective and interacted with the system while working through the three tasks. 

This helped us determine if users preferred to use digital tools to rotate the sculpture in front of 

them or if they would walk around and move their body to change their perspective. 

4.4.1 RQ1. Is there an advantage to using open-hand pointing versus finger pointing? 

The first task required the participants to point at and select targets all around the 3D object 

in front of them. We saw participants completing this task faster while using open-hand pointing 

compared to finger pointing. The second task had participants making accurate selections on the 

four corners of a flat rectangle. The object and the area they were selecting was directly in front of 

them. In this task we saw no difference when comparing open-hand pointing to finger pointing. In 

contrast, in the third task had users selecting and pointing on top of the object in front of them. Here 

we saw an improvement in both completion time and successful completion of the task. 

The Immersive Experience Questionnaire [61] the participants filled out showed that 

participants expressed they felt both more control and less challenge while using open-hand 

pointing versus finger pointing. 

The video coding results showed that participants had a higher rate of misrepresented hands 

across both the second and third task while finger pointing. This could be explained by the hand 
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tracking depth camera being mounted on the HMD. The depth camera being mounted on the front 

of the head mounted display can cause the camera to struggle to recognize the vector of the user’s 

finger when it is pointing away from the camera. Comparatively, the back of an open-hand facing 

the camera made it much easier for the system to recognize the points in the users hand required to  

draw a vector from the normal of the user’s palm. Despite that, the video coding results showed 

there was no significant difference for participants struggling aiming between the two pointing 

techniques. 

The results show that in the system we designed there was an advantage when using open-

hand pointing compared to finger pointing techniques. Open-hand pointing was a better pointing 

technique for users working on areas of the sculpture that wasn’t directly facing them such as the 

top of the sphere as the natural position of the open-hand allows the user to reach out in the virtual 

space around the digital 3D object and interact with all sides of it. 

4.4.2 RQ2. Is there a cost to sculpting while standing versus sculpting while sitting? 

Across the three tasks there was no significance when comparing sitting to standing in 

terms of completion time or successfully completing the task. There was no significant difference 

found in the challenge or control when comparing sitting versus standing according to the 

Immersive Experience Questionnaire [61]. In the second task we observed that participants 

struggled aiming more while sitting when compared to standing but there was no significant 

difference in the third task. 

Overall, there was no significant cost to standing versus to sitting when looking at 

completion time or success rate.  Participants did not express they felt more or less control or 

challenge when comparing standing to sitting. Participants did express they felt more arm fatigue 

while standing compared to sitting.  This result was expected as participants were resting their arm 
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on the table while completing the tasks while sitting.  This the result had a medium effect size 

(d=0.406). We initially hypothesized that sitting would provide the participants a more stable 

platform when aiming by allowing the user to rest their elbow. Instead it was observed that 

participants struggled aiming more while sitting in the second task when compared to standing. 

This could be related to the kind of angle the user is forced into pointing from while sitting with 

their arm on the table as opposed to having the freedom to move their arm freely and  point from 

any angle while standing. 

4.4.3 RQ3. Given the opportunity, does the user move around to change their perspective 

while sculpting? 

The video coding data was used to capture the ways that participants changed their 

perspective while completing the three tasks. Across the second and third tasks, we saw no 

significant difference in how often users used the digital rotate function when the participant was 

sitting or standing. This shows that when given the ability to move freely while standing, 

participants preferred to remain stationary and used the digital rotate function. To support this, we 

saw no significant difference in how often participants moved their feet while standing compared 

to sitting when they could not reposition themselves with their feet at all. In total, only four out of 

nineteen participants used their feet to reposition themselves while working. We did see 

participants reposition their head more often while standing than sitting across the second and third 

task. This could be attributed to the greater freedom of movement while standing, allowing users 

to crouch down and change their perspective more drastically than they could while seated.  

The freedom to move around while sculpting encourages users to use their head as an input 

device to change their perspective while simultaneously using their hands to sculpt. But given the 

choice between moving around a digital object or rotating it with the push of a button, users 

preferred to rotate the object in front of them while remaining stationary. 
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4.5 Discussion 

Our results show that it is possible to find a balance between digitally native and physical 

interaction. Despite the fact that users were able to change their perspective by physically moving, 

the majority of participants were reluctant to do so. Also, we saw that an open-hand pointing 

gesture, similar to grasping, lends itself to 3D pointing more than traditional finger pointing.  

4.5.1 Balance between digitally native and physical interaction  

Our goal in Virtutello was to combine elements of traditional sculpting and digital 3D 

modeling to create a tool that would be easy to learn. This led us to a mixed-reality design where 

the sculpture is viewed in 3D, where users can move around the sculpture to see it from differing 

perspectives, and where operations on the sculpture are performed using one hand to select a 

location on the sculpture, and the other to select an operation by pressing a physical button.  

We found that the resulting system is easy to learn and can be used by novices to perform 

a range of sculpting tasks. After fewer than thirty minutes of training, participants were able to 

carry out sculpting tasks with a moderate degree of accuracy, successfully completing task 2 at a 

rate of 66.25% and task 3 at a rate of 72.5%.  

One user said, “It was super easy compared to Blender or Maya, using [keyboard] short 

cuts and the mouse is unintuitive compared to using your hands and the Wii Remote, you almost 

forget you have the Wii Remote in your hand.” This illustrates the effectiveness of combining 

digital and physical interactions. Physical actions are used to view the sculpture and to select a 

target while buttons on a controller allow rapid selection of operations.  
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4.5.2 Reluctance to Move in Mixed Reality  

When given a choice between physical and digital interaction, participants surprised us 

with their choices. Virtutello provides three ways of changing viewing perspective. Users can 

physically walk around the sculpture. They can also change their posture, moving their head and 

leaning their upper body. Alternatively, they can rotate the sculpture itself using buttons on the Wii 

Remote.  

Participants exhibited a strong preference for the digital rotation feature over the two 

physical options. Only 8 of 19 participants used leaning gestures to gain a different visual 

perspective, and only 4 of 19 participants moved around the sculpture using their feet. In contrast, 

all participants used the rotation buttons on the Wii Remote.  

There is some evidence that participants found it easier to maintain a static body position 

while sculpting. For example, in the third task (flattening the top of the sphere), participants 

frequently moved their hand to flatten the top of the sphere, then rotated the sphere to see the result, 

then rotated back to continue sculpting. Participant P4 explained, “I noticed I was anchoring myself 

in one spot”. Another user stated, “When it came to extruding it was easier to rotate the sculpture 

in front of you to see if the table legs lined up”.  

We observed that participants separated the sculpting and rotation operations while 

working through the tasks. We expected that in some situations, head movement would become a 

third source of input, where the users would use one hand to select a location on the sculpture, the 

other hand to invoke an operation, and their head to change perspective. Instead 10 of 20 users 

opted to anchor themselves and never reposition, they rotated the sculpture into the desired position 

performed the action, then rotated the sculpture into another position to gain a new perspective on 
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their work. P5 commented, “I found it easier to see from the front view… if I flatten[ed] the area 

in front of me and then rotated, it was easier”.  

The 8 of 19 participants that did use physical movement to change perspective described 

the ability to do so as a strength of the system. P4 mentioned, “Having a little bit of movement… 

gives depth naturally while working on the sculpture, helps it feel more immersive”. P5 said, “I 

enjoyed being able to move around and see the 3D perspective of model. The model remains 

stationary and I can move around the model.”  

We observed that participants were reluctant to move while wearing the Oculus Rift 

headset. During the training session participants were shown how the head tracking works and 

encouraged to move around. The Leap Motion raw image pass was intended to let users feel more 

comfortable moving around the room while having a reference of where the walls and obstacles in 

the room may be. Despite this, we saw participants preferred to remain in a stationary position and 

use the rotate function to change the orientation of the sculpture in front of them. Participant P18 

said, “I would like to be able to work while sitting but be able to stand up and move around the 

object if the situation called for it”. We conclude that virtual sculpting applications should be 

flexible and allow for users to choose to use head tracking to change their perspective in the right 

situations when the user sees fit.  

4.5.3 Benefits of Mixed Reality  

Rather than providing a full virtual reality experience, Virtutello suspends the sculpture in 

whatever space the user is located. The surroundings are shown in greyscale to provide visual 

prominence to the sculpture. We expected that being able to see the obstacles in the room would 

make users feel more comfortable walking around. As discussed, this was not sufficient to 

encourage room-scale movement in our study. However, the mixed reality made it easy for 
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participants to pick up the controller, sit down, and locate the desk surface. One participant 

mentioned, “I liked that it gave you a little bit of a sense of where you were, compared to being in 

an alternate universe, you could still feel where you were in the room”.  

Golding’s rules predict that providing the context of the room would reduce the negative 

effects of simulator sickness [19]. Indeed, all 20 of our participants stated they experienced no 

symptoms of simulator sickness. P4 mentioned, “I didn’t feel any nausea. It helped when I moved 

in real life [that] it was reflected accurately in virtual reality and the background moved in a way I 

expected”.  

Therefore, while the use of mixed reality did not lead participants to engage in room-scale 

movement, it did prove helpful in navigating physical objects in the room and may have contributed 

to reduced simulator sickness.  

4.5.4 Open Hand Pointing  

We included two pointing methods in Virtutello, traditional finger pointing, and the novel 

open-hand pointing. While we had expected that each method would have its strengths, we found 

that open-hand pointing was clearly superior and should be included in virtual sculpting tools in 

preference to finger-pointing. Specifically, the Immersive Experience Questionnaire [61] revealed 

that open-handed pointing led to lower challenge and greater control when compared to finger 

pointing. We saw improved time and completion rates in the first and third task for open hand 

pointing.  

We observed that one major advantage of open-hand pointing is that it allows the user to 

work on areas of the sculpture that are obscured. We saw the most benefit of this in the third task, 

where the participants were asked to work on top of the sphere. This was difficult with finger 

pointing as it required the user to raise their arm over the sphere and point down on it. With open 
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hand pointing, the user can orient their palm downward and grasp the top of the sphere. Participant 

P2 said, “Open hand pointing felt more 3D, felt like I was circling the sphere”.  

We also observed that with finger pointing, it could be harder to keep a stable pointing ray. 

Our results showed that participants had misrepresented hands significantly more when using finger 

pointing compared to open hand pointing in the second task. Open-hand pointing lends itself to a 

more stable platform with three points in the hand being used to calculate the normal that is the ray 

that determines where the user is pointing.  Open-hand pointing had much less jitter. Jitter is 

inherent to finger pointing. Participant P1 commented, “Open hand is easier because the reticle 

didn’t jump around as much. It was much easier to pin point one location”. Participant P20 said, 

“It felt like I had more control with my palm and had to focus less on the position of the hand and 

could focus more on where I wanted to point”. Participants found it easier to maintain stability 

using the palm of their hand than with a pointing finger. Participant P4 said, “The palm-based 

pointing is creating a more obvious plane that the ray is coming out from, this creates a stable 

platform to point from”.  

Our results show that open-hand pointing is superior when compared to finger pointing for 

3D sculpting tasks. Users felt more comfortable when grasping with an open hand during sculpting 

tasks. Participant P5 said, “Open hand was easier to deal with because keeping your hand open is 

more comfortable when working for a long time”. Participants expressed through the Immersive 

Experience Questionnaire [61] that they had more control and less of a challenge completing the 

tasks when using open-hand pointing. We can conclude users preferred the open-hand pointing 

technique when 3D sculpting in mixed reality. 
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4.6 Limitations 

In this section we review the limitations of our study and any threats to validity that they 

pose.  Specifically, we consider limitations arising from the hardware we used and how they impact 

the Virtutello system as well as limitations of the experimental design. 

The hardware we used when developing Virtutello was restricted by what was then 

commercially available to us.  The HMD we used for the virtual reality setup was the Oculus Rift 

DK2.  This HMD is connected to a computer that renders what is being displayed via an HDMI 

cord.  Therefore, the headset must be tethered to a computer or laptop with this cord.  While 

tethered, the participant had enough room and cord to move around the area being tracked by the 

VR system.  Despite this, the user may still have the feeling of being attached to the laptop at the 

center of the area. This tethered feeling could make participants more reluctant to move around the 

room while sculpting.  Using a wireless VR headset that is more readily available today, such as 

the Oculus Go[47], could be a solution for this limitation.   

The Leap Motion Controller was the depth camera we used to track the user’s hands in 

front of their face.  This camera integrated well with the Oculus Rift DK2 and Unity but there were 

some limitations to using this solution. The Leap Motion Controller was mounted on the headset 

and pointed away from the user.  When the user finger pointed away, from the camera the end of 

their finger could become obscured. This caused the user’s hand to be misrepresented and could 

interfere with recognition of the direction they were pointing.  A potential solution for this issue is 

to mount multiple extrinsic depth cameras that capture the user’s hands and work together for a 

more accurate representation of their hands.   

Our advertisement to recruit participants to take part in our experiment specifically asked 

for participants who were not prone to motion sickness or car sickness.  This was included to avoid 
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chances of participants having simulator sickness while doing the experiment.  In our demographic 

questionnaire, 95% of participants answered that they do not tend to get motion sickness on long 

car rides or on boats.  Another tactic we used to reduce simulator sickness in our experiment was 

to use a mixed reality technique where users could see the room around them as they are sculpting 

through the IR camera that was tracking their hands.  100% of participants reported they did not 

feel any simulator sickness or nausea while completing the experiment, but we do not know if this 

result would be the same if we had recruited participants who were prone to motion sickness. 

The first task of our experiment asked participants to point at six targets around a sphere.  

For the participant to have successfully pointed at the target they only had to pass their selection 

reticle over the target.  There was no requirement to hold on the target for a given time or press a 

button when they had the target selected.  The lack of dwelling on the target means this target 

acquisition task does not measure any jitter from the pointing technique.  We expect that such a 

task would favour open-hand pointing because it has less jitter, but since we did not do a type of 

pointing task that would measure for jitter we cannot definitively conclude that. 

4.7 Conclusion 

In this section we outlined three research questions and the evaluation process on how to 

answer them. We designed an experiment that would train participants on how to use the system 

we developed and have them complete three tasks that represent key scenarios of using a sculpting 

application. The tasks alongside with the data collection and evaluation allowed us to answer three 

research questions. First, are there advantages to using open-hand or finger pointing techniques? 

The results of our evaluation showed that in there is an advantage when using open-hand pointing 

over finger pointing, especially in scenarios that involved pointing at areas of an object not directly 

in front of the user. Second, is there an inherent cost while standing compared to sitting? Our 

evaluations did not show any inherent cost to completion time or completion rate while sculpting 
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standing when compared to sitting, despite increased arm fatigue. And third, given the freedom 

will the participants chose to move around to change their perspective in the digital environment? 

We observed that participants were more likely to move their head and use it as an input device to 

change their perspective while standing. But users were not likely to walk around an object when 

given the option to rotate the object freely in front of them. 
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Chapter 5                                                                                             

Conclusion 

In this thesis, we explored the introduction of physical interaction techniques into digital 

sculpting applications through mixed reality technologies. Our investigation examined pointing 

techniques, different methods of changing perspective, and allowing the user to move around the 

room. The experiment took participants through three tasks that challenged them to complete 

common sculpting operations while sitting and standing. At the end of experiment, we asked the 

participant questions to understand how they prefer to use the mixed reality sculpting application. 

Our broad investigation looked at where to draw the line between physical and digital interactions 

to provide the best experience to the user. The investigation focused on three central research 

questions. First, what is the most effective way of pointing in a digital sculpting environment? We 

introduce the novel open-hand pointing technique and compare it to more traditional finger 

pointing.  Second, is there a cost to sculpting while standing versus sitting? Standing allows the 

user to physically move around the sculpture, while sitting may afford more precision and be less 

fatiguing. And finally, given the opportunity, does the user move around to change their perspective 

while sculpting? 

Overall our investigation found that participants were able to use the digital sculpting 

application after less than thirty minutes of training and were able to complete the sculpting tasks 

asked of them more than fifty percent of the time. Participants quickly became accustomed to the 

head-mounted display and to the ability to move around and use their hands in the mixed reality 

software. Having the software run as a mixed reality application was beneficial to help the 

participants feel grounded in the real world.  It also allowed them to reach out and grab a controller 

or sit in a chair while wearing the head-mounted display, but it did not encourage the participants 

to move around the room.  
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Our first research question asked, is there an to advantage using open-hand pointing versus 

finger pointing? We saw that participants completed the first task and third task faster while also 

completing the third task and with a higher degree of success when using open-hand pointing versus 

finger pointing. The Immersive Experience Questionnaire [61] showed that users felt they had more 

control and less of a challenge completing the three tasks while using the open-hand pointing 

methods. We also saw open-hand pointing being a better pointing technique when using a depth 

camera such as the Leap Motion controller that is mounted on the HMD. We saw a lower number 

of misrepresented hands when using open-hand pointing compared to finger pointing.  

The second research question we focused on was, is there a cost to sculpting while standing 

versus sitting? In our investigation we saw no difference comparing sitting versus standing in how 

long participants took to complete the task or their success rate. Participants did not express having 

more sense of control or less challenge when comparing sitting and standing either. Expectedly, 

participants did express having more arm fatigue while standing versus sitting and resting their arm 

on the table. Despite increased arm fatigue, we saw no significant cost to completion time or 

completion rate when comparing sitting to standing.  

And finally, the third research question asked, given the opportunity, does the user move 

around to change their perspective while sculpting. Through the three tasks we observed 

participants preferring to rotate the sculpture using the digital controls rather than walk and move 

around the object when they were standing. In total, only four participants out of the nineteen used 

their feet to walk around the object when they were standing. When asked about this in the semi-

structured interview after the experiment was completed, participants explained that they would 

prefer to sit and remain stationary while working but would like to have the choice to get up move 

around should the situation call for it.  
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Our goal with this thesis was to investigate how best to combine physical sculpting and 

digital sculpting interaction techniques in a mixed reality sculpting application.  The motivation for 

this was to give users a sculpting application that was intuitive to use alongside the convenience 

afforded from a digital application.  We also discovered that users would prefer to remain stationary 

and instead digitally rotate the object in front of them when afforded the convenience to do so. In 

addition to this, we saw users move their head to change their perspective while simultaneously 

working with their hands as a natural way of changing their perspective and sculpt at the same time. 

Finally, the ability for the user to sculpt with their hands, especially the novel open-hand pointing 

helped users have an easier time when selecting and working on areas of the sculpture not directly 

facing the user. 

Moving forward from this investigation, we would like to continue to investigate 

technologies and interaction techniques that would be beneficial to mixed reality sculpting. Our 

study made use of an Oculus DK2 which was already aging hardware. Now with new virtual reality 

technology becoming more readily available and accessible, it would be good to re-examine certain 

aspects of our investigation. One area we would want to explore is the tendencies of participants to 

move around in the mixed reality environment with a headset that is not tethered to a computer. 

Oculus Go[47] and Hololens [43] are both solutions that would make it possible for the user to 

wear the head mounted display without any wires connecting them to a computer. It would be 

interesting to investigate with freedom from wires, if users would be more willing to walk around 

than what we saw in our experiment.  

Another emerging technology that could be beneficial to mixed reality sculpting is haptic 

feedback. Users working with their hands in mixed reality could benefit from being able to feel 

haptic feedback from digital 3D objects they are making contact with while sculpting. Would the 

ability to feel pressure being applied while sculpting give the user a more intuitive experience? And 
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how would that be beneficial to the user? This requires technology that is much less readily 

available but would be interesting to explore and research as mixed reality technology becomes 

ubiquitous.  

Overall, our investigation found that users were able to quickly learn how to use our mixed 

reality sculpting application. There were key advantages to using open-hand pointing over finger 

pointing when working with mixed reality sculpting. These included the user expressing to have 

more control and less of a challenge while completing sculpting tasks. We found despite reporting 

higher arm fatigue there was no inherent cost to the quantitative or qualitative measures when 

comparing standing to sitting. Finally, we observed users did not feel compelled to walk around 

while sculpting when given the option to digitally rotate the sculpture in front of them.  
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Appendix B 

Letter of Information 

LETTER OF INFORMATION 

Exploring Interaction Techniques to be used with Head Mounted Displays in 

Mixed and Virtual Reality. 

You are invited to participate in a research project directed by Jordan van der kroon and 

Nicholas Graham (EQUIS Laboratory, School of Computing) of Queen’s University. We will read 

through this letter of information with you, describe our experimental procedures in detail, and 

answer any questions you may have.  

The study aims to explore interaction techniques to be used with head mounted displays in both 

virtual and mixed reality. The study will last approximately 60 minutes. During the study, you 

will be asked to carry out several tasks individually. 

In the first step of the study, you will see a sphere with targets on it in front of you. You will be 

asked to rotate the sphere and select the targets with a targeting reticule. This task will be 

completed four times. The first two times the task will be completed sitting down with your 

elbows resting on a desk. The task will be completed with both a pointing and an open palm 

gesture. Once the sitting portion is completed you will be asked to stand up and move around 

the room to gain different perspective of the sphere. Once standing you will do the same 

pointing and open palm techniques for selecting the targets. Following this step, you will be 

asked to fill in a questionnaire giving your opinions on the previously tested techniques. 

In next step, you will see a sphere in front of you with a cube hanging over it. You will be asked 

to flatten the top of the sphere so that the cube can fall and rest on the top of the sphere. This 

task will be completed four times. You will be using the same techniques as before. Following 

this step you will be asked to fill in another questionnaire. 

In the last step you will see a three dimensional rectangle in front of you. You will be asked to 

extrude legs from the table towards you and then rotate the table so that it can rest flat on the 

ground and support a cube on top of it. The task will be completed four times using the same 

techniques describe previously. 

You will receive $20 as thanks for your participation. Your participation is voluntary. You may 

stop at any time by alerting the experimenter. Should you choose to withdraw, you will still 
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receive the $20 for your participation. Any data collected up to the point of withdrawal will be 

destroyed. If you wish to withdraw at a later date, you may contact the research team using the 

contact information provided below, and all data collected during your session will be 

destroyed. 

Head mounted displays and virtual reality carry the risk of causing motion sickness in some 

people. If you are prone to motion sickness or have experienced nausea after using a head 

mounted or virtual reality device before please let us know before starting the study. The 

software is designed in a way to minimize motion sickness. Infrared pass-through is 

implemented to give you a black and white image of the people and the room around you to 

help keep you grounded. 

We will ask your permission to use still images or short videos of your use of the digital map in 

academic papers, presentations or publicity for the project (example: YouTube videos for the 

lab). Should you decline to offer permission, we will not use this material. All information 

provided is considered completely confidential. All collected data will remain accessible only by 

our research team at Queen’s University. Your name will not appear in any publication resulting 

from this study. Quotes from your interview may be used in publications or presentations about 

this work, but will be presented in anonymized form. Data will be stored in a locked cabinet or in 

encrypted form on password-protected computers in the EQUIS Laboratory at Queen’s 

University. 

This study has been granted clearance according to the recommended principles of Canadian 

ethics guidelines, and Queen's policies. This research has been approved by Queen’s University 

General Research Ethics Board. However, the final decision about participation is yours. Any 

questions about study participation may be directed to members of the research team: Jordan 

van der Kroon (8dkjv@queensu.ca, 613-985-2373), or Nicholas Graham 

(graham@cs.queensu.ca, 613-533-6526). Any ethical concerns about the study may be directed 

to the Chair of the General Research Ethics Board at chair.GREB@queensu.ca or 613-533-6081. 

Please retain a copy of the letter of information and consent form. 
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Appendix C 

Consent Form 

Participant ID: ____________________________ 

Exploring Interaction Techniques to be used with Head Mounted 

Displays in Mixed and Virtual Reality. 

I have read the letter of information describing this study being conducted by Jordan van der 

Kroon and Nicholas Graham at Queen’s University. I understand that I will be participating in a 

research project that follows the procedures described in the attached letter of information. I have 

had the opportunity to ask questions related to this study, and have received satisfactory answers 

to any questions. 

I am aware that my participation is voluntary and that I may withdraw my study participation at 

any time without penalty by advising the researcher. 

I understand that I may address any questions about study participation to members of the 

research team: Jordan van der Kroon (Jordan.vdkroon@gmail.com, 613-985-2373), or Nicholas 

Graham (graham@cs.queensu.ca, 613-533-6526), and that any ethical concerns about the study 

may be directed to the Chair of the General Research Ethics Board at chair.GREB@queensu.ca or 

613-533-6081. 

 

 Please Circle One 
Please Initial Your 

Choice 

I consent to the use of non-identifying 

quotations in publications, talks and 

promotions 

YES NO __________ 

I consent to being video and audio taped while 

participating in this study for the purposes of 

permitting accurate analysis of my actions 

during this session 

YES NO __________ 

I consent to the use of still images and short 

video recordings made during this study in 
YES NO __________ 
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academic publications, talks and promotions 

(for example, YouTube videos for the lab) 

 

Participant Name: ______________________________________________________ 

Participant 

Signature 

______________________________________________________ 

Date ______________________________________________________ 
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Appendix D 

Recruitment Post 

Recruitment 

Do you have experience playing with a Nintendo Wii or other video games? Are you interested in 

virtual reality and not prone to feeling motion sickness in long car rides or while on a boat? You 

are invited to participate in a study that explores interaction techniques for virtual and mixed 

reality applications. Participants will use pointing techniques in a virtual reality 3D sculpting 

application. 

The session will last approximately 45 minutes and you will receive $20 for taking part in the 

study. 

Please contact Jordan van der Kroon 8dkjv@queensu.ca for more information. 

 

  

mailto:8dkjv@queensu.ca
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Appendix E 

Initial Demographic Questionnaire 

Demographic Questionnaire 

 

Age  

________ 

Gender 

_________ 

Height 

________ 

Do you currently play video games?          Yes No  

If yes, how many hours do you play each day? ________ 

During the period in which you played video games most frequently, how many hours did you 

play a day? _______ 

 

Have you ever used 3D modeling software before such as Maya, Zbrush or Blender?  

  Yes No 

If so which software? 

 How experienced would you say you are with 3D modeling software? 

 Novice  Intermediate  Expert 

Have you ever used a head-mounted display device such as Oculus Rift, HTC Vive, Sony 

Playstation VR or Microsoft Hololens? 

Yes No 

 If so have you ever felt nauseous or motion sick after using those devices? 

 Yes No 

Do you tend to get motion sickness in long car rides or on boats? 

Yes No  
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Appendix F 

End of Condition Questionnaire 

1. How would you rate your level of arm fatigue? 

Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very much so 

2. To what extent did you feel that you were interacting with the virtual environment? 

Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very much so 

3. At any point did you find yourself become so involved that you were unaware you were 

even using controls? 

Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very much so 

4. To what extent did you feel as though you were interacting with the virtual world 

according to your own will? 

Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very much so 

5. To what extent did you find the tasks challenging? 

Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very difficult 

6. Were there any times during the tasks in which you just wanted to give up? 

Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 A lot 

7. To what extent did you find the tasks easy? 

Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very much so 

8. Were you in suspense about whether or not you would successfully complete any of the 

tasks? 

Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very much so 

9. To what extent did you enjoy the graphics and the imagery? 

Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 A lot 

10. Did you feel the urge at any point to stop sculpting and see what was happening around 

you? 

Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 Very much so 
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Appendix G 

Complete Immersive Experience Questionnaire [61] 

 

Your Experience of the Game: Please answer the following questions by circling the relevant 

number (1-7). In particular, remember that these questions are asking you about how you felt at 

the end of the game.  

  

1. To what extent did the game hold your attention?                       

Not at all     1     2     3     4      5     6     7     A lot  

 

2. To what extent did you feel you were focused on the game?  

Not at all     1     2     3     4      5     6     7     A lot  

 

3. How much effort did you put into playing the game?  

Very little    1     2     3     4      5     6     7     A lot  

 

4. Did you feel that you were trying you best?  

Not at all     1     2     3     4      5     6     7     Very much so  

 

5. To what extent did you lose track of time, e.g. did the game absorb your attention so 

that you were not bored?                                     

 Not at all     1     2     3     4      5     6     7     A lot  

 

6. To what extent did you feel consciously aware of being in the real world whilst playing?  

Not at all     1     2     3     4      5     6     7     Very much so  

 

7. To what extent did you forget about your everyday concerns?          

Not at all     1     2     3     4      5     6     7     A lot  

 

8. To what extent were you aware of yourself in your surroundings?                                              

Not at all     1     2     3     4      5     6     7     Very aware  

 

9. To what extent did you notice events taking place around you?  

Not at all     1     2     3     4      5     6     7     A lot  

 

10. Did you feel the urge at any point to stop playing and see what was happening around 

you? Not at all     1     2     3     4      5     6     7     Very much so  

 

11. To what extent did you feel that you were interacting with the game environment?  

Not at all     1     2     3     4      5     6     7     Very much so  
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12. To what extent did you feel as though you were separated from your real-world 

environment?                                                

Not at all     1     2     3     4      5     6     7     Very much so  

 

13. To what extent did you feel that the game was something fun you were experiencing, 

rather than a task you were just doing?  

Not at all     1     2     3     4      5     6     7     Very much so  

 

14. 14. To what extent was your sense of being in the game environment stronger than your 

sense of being in the real world?  

Not at all     1     2     3     4      5     6     7     Very much so  

 

15. At any point did you find yourself become so involved that you were unaware you were 

even using controls, e.g. it was effortless?  

Not at all     1     2     3     4      5     6     7     Very much so  

 

16. To what extent did you feel as though you were moving through the game according to 

your own will?  

Not at all     1     2     3     4      5     6     7     Very much so  

 

17. To what extent did you find the game challenging?  

Not at all     1     2     3     4      5     6     7     Very difficult  

 

18. Were there any times during the game in which you just wanted to give up?  

Not at all     1     2     3     4      5     6     7     A lot  

 

19. To what extent did you feel motivated while playing?  

Not at all     1     2     3     4      5     6     7     A lot  

 

20. To what extent did you find the game easy?  

Not at all     1     2     3     4      5     6     7     Very much so  

 

21. To what extent did you feel like you were making progress towards the end of the 

game?  
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Not at all     1     2     3     4      5     6     7     A lot  

 

22. How well do you think you performed in the game?  

Very poor    1     2     3     4      5     6     7     Very well  

 

23. To what extent did you feel emotionally attached to the game?  

Not at all     1     2     3     4      5     6     7     Very much so  

 

24. To what extent were you interested in seeing how the game’s events would progress?  

Not at all     1     2     3     4      5     6     7     A lot  

 

25. How much did you want to “win” the game?  

Not at all     1     2     3     4      5     6     7     Very much so  

 

26. Were you in suspense about whether or not you would do well in the game?  

Not at all     1     2     3     4      5     6     7     Very much so  

 

27. At any point did you find yourself become so involved that you wanted to speak to the 

game directly?  

Not at all     1     2     3     4      5     6     7     Very much so  

 

28. To what extent did you enjoy the graphics and the imagery?  

Not at all     1     2     3     4      5     6     7     A lot  

 

29. How much would you say you enjoyed playing the game?  

Not at all     1     2     3     4      5     6     7     A lot  

 

30. When it ended, were you disappointed that the game was over?  

Not at all     1     2     3     4      5     6     7     Very much so  

 

31. Would you like to play the game again?  

Definitely no  1     2     3     4      5     6     7     Definitely yes   

How immersed did you feel? (10 = very immersed; 1 = not at all immersed)  

1    2    3     4     5     6     7     8     9     10  
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Scoring the Immersive Experience Questionnaire (IEQ)  

 

IEQ Immersion Score: Add up the responses to all 31 questionnaire items; responses to Q6, Q8, 

Q9, Q10, Q18 and Q20 are reversed (e.g. 1 becomes 7, 2 becomes 6, 3 becomes 5).  

 

Single Question Measure of Immersion: The last question “How immersed did you feel?” gives 

the researcher an additional measure to check whether the IEQ is reliably reflecting the 

participant’s immersive experience.  

 

IEQ Immersion Factors: Scores for five immersion factors can be computed, see Excel sheet 

“IEQ Scoring v2”. The five factors are: cognitive involvement, emotional involvement, real 

world dissociation, control, challenge. 

If the item has +1 then you include that item’s response in the factor score (e.g. rating of 1).  

If the item has -1 this means you include the item, but reverse the rating scale (e.g. rating of 1 

becomes 7, etc.)  
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Appendix H 

Final Questionnaire 

Final Questionnaire 

Please rank the four conditions in terms of arm fatigue with the first ranked the least amount of 

arm fatigue and the last rank the most. 

 __ Seated Pointing 

 __ Seated Open Hand 

 __ Standing Pointing 

 __ Standing Open Hand 

 

Please rank the four conditions in terms of ease of use, with the first ranked the easiest to use and 

the last rank the hardiest to use. 

__ Seated Pointing 

 __ Seated Open Hand 

 __ Standing Pointing 

 __ Standing Open Hand 

 

Please rank the four conditions in terms of accuracy, where you felt most accurate with the first 

ranked condition and felt the least accurate with the last rank condition. 

__ Seated Pointing 

 __ Seated Open Hand 

 __ Standing Pointing 

 __ Standing Open Hand 

 

 

Please rank the four conditions in terms of comfortability, with the first rank condition being the 

most comfortable and the last rank condition the least comfortable. 

__ Seated Pointing 

 __ Seated Open Hand 

 __ Standing Pointing 

 __ Standing Open Hand 
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Appendix I 

Semi-Structured Interview 

Semi-Structured interview 

What did you think of using virtual reality to do sculpting? 

Did anything surprising happen that you’d like to explain? 

Did you prefer pointing or palm-based orientation? Why? 

Did you prefer sitting or standing? Why? 

Which of the four interactions felt the most natural to you? The least? 

Did any of the four interactions initially feel cumbersome, but grew on you as you worked 

through the tutorial? Explain. 

Which of the conditions would you use if you had to do work for an extended period, such as a 

few hours? 

Did you experience any nausea while carrying out the tasks? 

What did you think of the overlaying of the sculpture on the video of the room around you? 
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Appendix J 

Core Certification 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  


